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Dislocated and spiraling through various versions of myself in my dreams. I have a dream that I’m a 

priest in some alternate timeline. Dreams about an infection. People standing on rooftops with some 

kind of fungus poking out from their skin. They dust the people below with spores that spew out from 

the tips of the fungus. Dreams about a white light and a dark cloud chasing one another. I feel like it’s 

somehow important but I’m not sure why. The dark cloud was really fucking scary! Sometimes the 

dreams are from my own point of view, sometimes from others’. I know that I was not there but I was 

seeing it happening as though I had experienced the subjective experience of another. It was familiar. 

Like I’d done it all before. Or a bunch of times. I guess I have no way of knowing exactly how many 

times, but I knew that I had in fact experienced all of it before. I was all those people, but I am also 

somehow myself. Is this a drug induced delusion of grandeur? Or proof that I’m insane? 

 

  



IV.I 

 

“I am being confronted by a discouraging and uncomfortable 

realization more and more often when I scroll down through the posts, 

links, and photos that populate the various newsfeeds on the platforms 

through which I consume social media. It hit me really hard a couple 

days ago. These shape how I view events in my life. This is what I 

think is going on. What, then, is actually important? What is actually 

real and what is fabricated propaganda? And almost all of it is 

purposely negative, discouraging, and depressing.” 

Most of the time, Alex used his sessions with Dr. Simone to 

perform a rant he’d composed and rehearsed beforehand in his mind. It 

was a kind of existential Best of compiled from Alex Sunderland’s 

tangential musings, which he’d extracted during the span of time 

between visits. Sometimes the insights were grabbed from mp3s of 

recorded conversations with his friends. His friend Seth always carried 

around an audio recorder to immortalize any weed-infused ontological 

epiphanies that would have been forgotten the next morning otherwise. 

Most of it was actually not as profound as they figured it was while 

they were recording it. Sometimes though, Alex was glad that his stoned 

ramblings were backed up somewhere other than the static of his 

scattered mind.   

This visit’s rant specifically had benefited from listening back 

to a much less articulate and disorganized discussion about technology 

influencing perception through social media. Keepin’ the happy workers 

in a constant state of fear, depression, and anxiety. 

“It shapes how I feel and it shapes how I treat others and how I 

make them feel. I’m still figuring this all out and working through it 

but I feel like I’m only just barely treading through this stream of 



consciousness to take in its meaning, all while waves of information 

keep slapping me under. Each waves brings greater clarity, mind you, 

but each time the next one crashes over me the landscape-“ 

  “You’re being too philosophical,” Dr. Simone interrupted the 

piece halfway through it. Alex shivered. “At some point you have to 

just accept that this is the world that we live in. You need to be more 

practical.” 

  Alex and his roommate were keeping a jar in the living room for 

every time someone told them they weren’t being practical. It was 

halfway filled with quarters. 

  Simone wrote him another prescription for Prozac and Ritalin. 

  He tried to get back into the piece a little closer to the 

central point of his whole rant. “I’m ill-suited for success in the 

context of the machine.” 

 “Machine?” 

  Alex sighed. 

  It was like Simone distilled the behavior of shared rhetorical 

interactions to an equation. Although, Simone wasn’t the first to 

discover the distillation of the psychiatry equation, so much so that 

Alex was finding it hard not to see his therapist as a wildly 

exaggerated caricature of a shrink. He almost enjoyed toying with 

Simone. Alex knew the psychiatry equation too. 

 

      (c-lw) + ? = Ph.D 

 

c = client’s last sentence 

lw = last word of sentence 

   



Sometimes Alex noticed that more suave practitioners would gussy 

up lw by adding extra words but really, when you strip it all down, the 

indivisible component was still lw combined with a question mark. 

 I could be a shrink, Alex stared at the slick sheen of saliva 

that dribbled out around the pen in Simone's mouth, down his chin 

and onto his lapel. I should be a shrink.   

 

 

  



I was 8 months before a wedding or an execution.  My time before becoming unnecessary was 

racing nearer and nearer. 

                “You could always marry a random,” my friend, Xi, said casually, taking a sip of his Pori. 

“I’d rather die, thank you,” I was not about to be a fix by Random Match.  No, I still had a 

couple months before I had to make that choice. 

That night we were at the Amber Club in lower Ming Yu.  We sat on the balcony overlooking 

the domed dance floor where the tardy frantically moved from person to person, trying desperately to 

make some kind of connection before their time in Ming Yu ran out.  The Amber Club was the place to 

be for the tardy, those who were two years or less from becoming unnecessary.  At first I was hesitant 

to visit the Amber Club.  It had the reputation for being a haven for undesirables.  I did not think of 

myself as an undesirable.  I had almost been engaged once, but . . . 

I did not want to think about it. 

“I do not know,” Xi drained the last of the Pori from his glass, and waved over for an 

attendant to come deliver him a fresh one. “If I hadn’t already been engaged to Lei Shu . . .” 

“Really?” I swiveled in my chair to face him.  “You’d actually just marry some complete 

stranger, just so you’d be necessary?  I hear most of the fixes through Random Match are 

undesirables.” 

“It is not any better here, Bao Long Wei.” He used my full name.  I hated when he used my 

full name.  He was nine years older than I was, but he did not always have to treat me as a 

child.  Maybe that was because he was black suit and therefore necessary and I had not yet proved 

myself to be.  

It was not only that. 

The way he had said my name reminded me of the way my parents would, in that 

condescending, authoritarian tone; that was before they became unnecessary. 

Xi Hua’s parents were executed in the Great Purge along with 2-billion-some others.  Mine 

were only executed six years ago, when I’d become an 18. And now, no one growing up will know 

their mothers or fathers, he thought and took another sip of Pori.  My Mother was past the healthy 

child bearing age and, being a 40, my Father’s sperm was considered to be past its peak in 

quality.  The entirety of humanity is now down to a population of around 10 million staggered 

throughout the various Bio-Domes around China. Grand Emperor Fei Min Sheng declared that he was 

given the divine responsibility, by the goddess Shi Jie, to make the Earth clean.  Humanity had been 



dangerously close to choking the Earth into submission with its overuse of natural resources and 

overpopulation. The Grand Emperor was tasked with solving those problems. 

He gathered everyone from the other races, everyone over the healthy childbearing age of 40, 

and everyone who biologically could not have children, and called for them to be executed.  The result 

of the Great Purge created a much more stable human population on the Earth and the cities that 

sprung up from the ashes became a peaceful, harmonious paradise. 

If you were necessary. 

If you were unnecessary it was a different game all together.  Those who were mentally or 

physically deficient were killed in infancy and those parents who had birthed consistently unnecessary 

offspring were executed so as not to contaminate the future stock of Humans. 

An individual had until his or her twenty-fifth birthday to find a suitable mate, get married, 

and pledge to procreate within the next year.  Those who reached 25 and who were not engaged were 

not in a position to advance the Great Emperor’s plan for humanity and were thus executed. 

Extensive testing began when a citizen became a 20, to monitor if you were physically capable 

of procreating, and if you were found to be incapable, you were also executed. 

The Great Emperor set out the laws the goddess Shi Jie had tasked him with enforcing in the 

book, the Deng Yu Sheng, which every citizen was required to memorize and place prominently in 

their home, as well as a copy of it in their pocket of one’s suit.  All suits were equipped with a pocket 

in the right breast for exactly that purpose. Along with the Deng Yu Sheng, citizens were required to 

carry their papers, a printout of their test results and personal history as a citizen.  The papers were 

updated every year and there was a harsh penalty for being caught without them. 

Four Imperial Soldiers flanked both sides of the entrance to the Amber Club.  I had seen two 

Soldiers, for sure, tromping around through the crowd of people, but there could have been more.  Any 

of the patrons could be Imperial Soldiers. 

One of the soldiers making his rounds stopped between Xi and me. 

Both of us stood at attention. 

He grunted something that we both knew meant: papers. 

We fished them out of our breast pockets and handed them to the soldier in the red and black 

Imperial suit. He looked at Xi’s papers and gave them back to him almost immediately.  With mine 

however, he seemed to be carefully examining every letter of the document.  

“You’re a 24?” he shot me a sly grin with a raised eyebrow. 



I felt the anger rising up inside me, but I willed my face to remain calm and neutral. 

“Better hurry up and find yourself a mate,” he raised a hand up to the side of my head, and 

mimicked a pistol with his fingers, “Pow.” 

He looked me up and down and then scoffed, thrusting my papers back at me.  

“Tardys,” He rolled his eyes and continued through the crowd to harass another of the Amber 

Club’s patrons. 

I waited before I was sure that the soldier had gone before I relaxed my stance and returned to 

my chair. 

“Did you hear about Hu Shi Ning?” Xi asked, taking a sip of his Pori. 

I heard a muffled song coming through the thick glass of the dome over the dance floor.  I remembered 

that song.  It was our song. 

Feng Xiu Lan. 

Even thinking her name made the veins in my neck pulse angrily and caused hate to bubble up 

like dark bile leaving an acrid, acerbic taste in my mouth. 

What did he have?  Was he better stock?  Would he create a baby that better suited the Grand 

Emperor’s ideal?  Did love have no place?  Did she ever even love me? 

I shook my head, angered at myself for buying into such a stupid notion as love.  We’d been 

together since we turned 20 and she let me believe we were going to be engaged; let me believe that I 

had nothing to worry about.  But then I learned she’d accepted an engagement from Cao Fu Hua. 

How could she? 

And especially with my being a 24 . . .   

She left me with only months before the big choice: an undesirable, Random Match, or death. 

“Hey,” Xi was waving his hand in front of my face. 

I blinked, unsure of how long I’d been lost in my dark thoughts. 

Xi laughed heartily.  It angered me. 

“I said, did you hear about Hu Shi Ning?” He repeated. 

“No,” I admitted. 

Hu Shi Ning was a mutual friend of ours.  He was older than I was and had been married for 

six years.  He’d had one child with his wife, but every child afterward had been born with a disability. 

“He’s being reviewed,” Xi said. 

I swallowed hard. 



Reviewed. 

That meant he would endure a bevy of tests to determine what was the cause of his fathering 

consistently unnecessary offspring.  If it was found that there was something genetically wrong with 

Hu Shi Ning, he’d be executed. 

“That’s too bad,” Xi said, taking another sip of his Pori. “I really liked him.” 

“Well, they haven’t found that it’s genetic yet,” I pointed out. 

Xi just looked at me like I was a naïve tardy and took another swig of his drink. 

“Hao Hong reaches the end of her cycle this summer,” Xi said. 

I just nodded.  I didn’t know how else to respond.  Xi knew that Hao Hong had been like a 

Mother to me after mine had reached the end of her healthy childbearing years and been 

executed.  Now she would be a 40, and would also be killed.  It seemed to me that bringing up Hao 

Hong was particularly hurtful.  But that was the Pori.  I didn’t like being around Xi when he was 

drinking, but I didn’t have anyone else to come with me to the Amber Club.  Anyone my age would be 

with their respective fiancés, planning their weddings and getting all their tests done.  Or, they would 

be out trying to find someone and wouldn’t want competition hanging about. 

All night I’d been sitting with Xi, looking down on the dome and dreading an excursion into 

the midst of the undesirables.  I cursed Feng Xiu Lan, and downed my entire glass of Pori. 

I stood up from my chair and smoothed out the wrinkles in my suit. 

“Ready?” Xi looked at me with a grin I wanted to punch off his face. 

I just shrugged. 

He stood up to follow me down into the dome of undesirables. “You can still just get set up 

with a woman from Random Match and -” 

“I’d rather die.” 

 

  



IV.II 

 

Alex closed his journal.   

His skin was sweaty and he felt sick. He set the journal in its 

place on the small table beside his bed and rose, throwing the covers 

off himself. He swung his feet over the edge of the bed, facing the 

alarm clock. 

3:12am 

His heart was thudding riotously inside his chest. 

Images from his nightmares assaulted his thoughts. They are only 

dreams. 

He went to the kitchen to get a glass of water and found his 

roommate Nathan and his girlfriend Laura were sitting in the living 

room watching The Empire Strikes Back with the closed captioning on.  

 They must’ve heard him because they paused the movie and turned 

to watch him pour his glass of water. 

 “Hey sleepy McSleeperson,” Nathan said at a pitch that was two 

times higher than usual with an added sing-song quality to it. 

 Alex just had to laugh. Nathan was obviously high as fuck. 

 “Come watch Star Wars with us?” Laura suggested. 

 Alex sighed. He wanted to so badly. 

 “I have to be up in a couple hours to get ready for work. I 

should really just go back to sleep.” 

 “Come on! Work shmerk. Come get high and watch Luke get his hand 

cut off.” 

 Alex didn’t want to be high when he went to work, but if he went 

to sleep he’d have the dreams again, and he’d rather be high than 

dream, so he sat down on the couch. 



Nathan filled a bowl and they passed it around between the three 

of them. Alex felt the warm, dissociative calm flood over him. 

He closed his eyes and felt his whole body buzzing, almost 

humming.   

He smiled.  

Memories of the nightmare reached inside his head again and shook 

him. 

Alex jerked his eyes open and looked around the room.   

Nathan wasn't watching the movie either. 

He had his eyes closed and his head rested back against the 

couch, smiling. He was nodding his head as though to an imaginary beat 

ringing inside his thoughts. 

Alex had met Nathan Levy during his first year at The University 

of Winnipeg. They’d been introduced through mutual friends and fast 

became close. He moved into the two-bedroom apartment with Nathan after 

Alex’s relationship with Elizabeth imploded. 

Nathan had finished University. Alex thought he’d completed his 

schooling but upon arrival to Taiwan to teach English he learned that 

the Taiwanese Government disagreed. He guessed he could’ve taught 

illegally because, really, it was Elizabeth that had brought him back 

to Winnipeg. 

Alex gritted his teeth.  

Nathan was still rocking his head back and forth to his imaginary 

beat but Laura was fully engrossed in the film. 

Very quickly, Alex too was wholly immersed. 

He'd seen all the Star Wars movies dozens of times and knew what 

the story was. Instead, he was imagining himself as the actor in the 

scene.  

And it was tripping him out.  



He imagined himself as Harrison standing on a set with cameras 

surrounding him.  

It is 1979. The walls of the underground base of Hoth were 

glaringly artificial; painted and covered with a glossy finish to make 

the illusion of ice.  

Fog machines and massive light systems lurk just off camera to 

aid the ambience of the shot. 

Alex pulled himself out of his meandering thoughts to ponder: 

"why is Harrison saying the lines so angrily?" 

"What?" Nathan jerked up from his seat. Apparently, the music in 

his head had stopped, or Alex had interrupted it. "What?” He quickly 

closed his eyes again after he realized nothing really important had 

happened. 

"He's delivering the lines in a very weird way.” 

"How so?" Nathan asked without opening his eyes, still smiling. 

"Well, if I were him I would've delivered the lines in a much 

more suave and nonchalant way. It makes him seem weird and creepily 

needy for him to be so emotional about his relationship with Leia and 

yet, also disturbingly angry for some reason.” 

Alex was suddenly aware that he could feel the weight of the 

light streaming down from the fixtures overhead. His body shuddered 

with a brisk shiver. He looked up into the light. The shiver phased 

into a slight tingle that ran down his spine and felt it exit his body, 

growing into invisible wings that stretched up towards the ceiling. 

"Holy shit,” Alex’s chin was shaking.  

“What?” Laura asked. 

“Do you see them?" He asked, closing his eyes and taking in the 

warm feeling of his imagined wings. 

"See what?" She asked again. 



"My beautiful black wings,” Alex said, proudly, opening his eyes 

again. 

They all laughed.  

“You’re so fucking high,” Nathan fumbled with his drink as he 

laughed. 

 There was silence for a moment and the John Williams soundtrack 

rose to fill in the void and that too made Alex shiver.   

 

IV.III 

 

The phone rang and Alex rushed over to see who it was. The caller 

ID on the cordless phone lit up, displaying Mia’s number. 

He wasn’t going to answer it. Not because he didn’t want to talk 

to her. He did. He just didn’t want to talk to her high. She didn’t 

know that he smoked weed, or at least he assumed she didn’t. He’d never 

told her. He didn’t want her to look down on him for it.  

She was a wonderful, successful person getting a law degree and 

he didn’t want to give her an excuse to realize what trash he was or a 

reason to stop hanging out with him. He’d call her later after he came 

down. 

The phone stopped ringing and Alex went back to the TV. By that 

time, Nathan was at the couch starting to light up another joint. He 

took in a long drag and then passed it over to Alex. 

He took a long hit and felt the warm smoke float down his lungs.  

It felt like silk, and he imagined that it was, and then anxiety lit up 

his brain.  

I’m going to suffocate!  



Alex resisted the urge to paw at his throat and brought himself 

back from that ridiculous thought. 

“What do you want to watch?” Nathan asked. 

Alex’s eyes widened as he remembered. He’d wanted to see the 

original Planet of the Apes for ages; well, to see it high that is. 

He’d seen it many times before but he couldn’t get enough of it. The 

thought of seeing it stoned made him all the more excited.   

He relayed that same idea to Nathan who immediately agreed. After 

taking another long pull off the joint, Nathan went to grab the DVD. 

The movie started and immediately they were tripping out. The 

score was insane. Alex was putting himself in the place of someone from 

1968. The music would’ve been weird and unworldly for someone in the 

era of folky protest songs.   

Bob Dylan. 

Simon and Garfunkel. 

Peter, Paul and Mary . . . 

But the score for Planet of the Apes was a dark, experimental 

masterpiece. The seemingly random xylophone hits and the ragingly 

intricate piano meandering underneath . . . Alex was awestruck. 

They watched the whole movie and he was so fully engrossed in it 

that he almost screamed when the apes first came out on horseback and 

ambushed the humans in the cornfield. 

Alex then put himself in the mindset of Heston’s character, 

Taylor, and what he must be thinking. He jumped when they showed his 

fellow astronaut stuffed and preserved in a museum display. When they 

revealed that they’d lobotomized his fellow astronaut, Landon, a sharp 

chill ran down Alex’s entire body. 

Alex jumped again when the spires of the statue of liberty’s 

crown came into focus. 



It was Earth. They blew it up! Those bastards! 

Alex wondered what it would’ve been like to see the film in the 

theatres for the first time and to experience that brilliant twist with 

virgin eyes.  

That would’ve been a life changing experience. 

Whoever had been the Graphic Designer for the rerelease of the 

DVD should have been shot. The cover design was red themed with the 

title in a bold white font. The semi-transparent head of the 

chimpanzee, Cornelius, seemed to be floating in the air above Taylor 

who was knelt down on the beach. His body language screamed out and 

there in front of him was . . . the statue of liberty. They’d given 

away the fucking ending on the front of the fucking DVD!   

Alex was aware that the film is so iconic that most people were 

already well aware that the planet that the apes inhabited was in fact 

a future Earth, but what of those who hadn’t seen the movie?   

It really pissed him off; probably more than it should have. 

When the film finished they continued watching the credits just 

to listen to more of the score. 

“I need to get this album on CD!” Nathan said. 

“I have to work early so I’m gonna call it a night,” Alex said, 

getting up from the couch. 

“How early?” He asked. 

“5:30am.” 

“Urgh, really?” Nathan’s mouth curled up in disgust. “I don’t 

think I’ve ever been up that early for anything.” 

“Yah, I have to wake up at 4:30 just to allow me enough time to 

get showered, ready, and walk down there.” 

“It’s almost mid-night, you realize,” Nathan said, but Alex knew 

what the time was. 



Alex moaned, walking back towards his room. 

“You up for a Wild Wednesday tomorrow?” Nathan asked before Alex 

could disappear into his room. 

They had some nicknames for their party days, which they’d come 

up with while high, of course. 

Marijuana Mondays 

Tequila Tuesdays 

Wild Wednesdays 

Moderate Drinking Thursdays 

Fuck Yah Fridays 

We don’t do Saturdays* 

*actually they did, but it sounded funnier when explaining the list to other 

people so they just said that they didn’t for comedic effect. In truth, they just 

hadn’t made a name for it. They did eventually come to call it Sacrilegious 

Saturdays. 

And finally: 

 Slutty Sundays 

 Nothing actually happened action-wise on Sundays but they needed 

an s-word for Sunday and slutty had sounded funny at the time. 

 “Fuck yah, I’m up for a Wild Wednesday,” Alex said. 

 “Awesome. Seth’s gonna host one tomorrow at his apartment,” 

Nathan called to him from the living room. 

 Alex walked into his room, closed the door and began setting his 

alarm for 4:30am. He dreaded early mornings, but knew he needed the 

money, so he got up at 4:30am. The only good thing about the morning 

shifts was that the day went by extremely fast. The morning rush would 



start at around 8am and go until 9:30 or 10. He would’ve already been 

there for two hours before the craziness began. Alex would usually be 

out of there by 2pm so he had the entire afternoon and evening open. 

  He pressed play again on his CD player and Nine Inch Nails’ The 

Downward Spiral raged through the tiny speakers. He turned down the 

volume until it was just barely audible and crawled into bed. He closed 

his eyes.   

  He imagined he was floating in black nothingness, staring over at 

a distant bubble that contained a live Nine Inch Nails concert.  

 I can’t wait until they play March of the Pigs, he smiled but was 

asleep long before that. 

 
  



The classroom was still dark. He was beginning to notice the length of the autumn nights. It was only 

the beginning of fall-the beginning of a new school year-but he was already feeling the onset of his 

Seasonal Affective Disorder. 

  He flicked on the light with the back of his hand. He was holding a caramel apple fritter in one 

hand and his coffee in the other. His daughter, Sophie, was usually up at around 6am, meaning he 

had to have lunches and everything ready before that point because after Sophie was awake life 

became all about her. Sophie had just turned four earlier on in the summer. Alex himself was about to 

celebrate a birthday. His thirty-sixth. As he licked the last remains of the apple fritter from his fingers 

he felt pudgy. And angry for letting himself become pudgy. 

  He put down his coffee and pulled out his phone. He started texting Abby. <<How come all the 

awesome things in the world have to be bad for you?>>  

  Abby’s response came back very quickly. She must not have started work yet either.  

  <<Cause Eve ate of the apple>> 

  <<It always goes back to her. And of course by extension all women. Why is that?>> 

  <<Because men wrote the Bible and they needed someone to blame other than themselves. I 

mean, because women are the root of all evil>> 

  <<I know, right? Wait, but then you mean to tell me HUMAN people wrote the Bible and 

inserted their own cultural philosophy into what are supposed to be sacred scriptures in order to 

control their followers with their own prejudiced code of ethics?? … That sounds kinda far fetched. I'm 

pretty sure I remember, on numerous occasions, pastors saying that the Bible was divinely inspired>> 

  <<uh oh, maybe I wasn't supposed to tell you that. Is this like when kids find out about the 

Easter Bunny?>> 

  <<Find out what about the Easter Bunny? That he's awesome? Although undeniably confusing 

in the context of religion when you think about it for any significant amount of time. Also, how many 



other people know about this Bible thing? That sounds like something people should really know>> 

 He started to get his class ready before the children arrived. 

 <<Any big plans for the kiddies this morning?>> Abby asked. 

  <<Well, I’m gonna get the kids to draw a picture. Not going to be as easy as it sounds. They 

need step by step for everything. How to put spaces between words. How to copy from a paper>> 

  <<You're teaching your little kids to cheat?>> 

  <<No no. Just so they get the shapes of the letters. Like, here's an 'a'. Copy an 'a' on your 

paper>> 

 <<Oh, I see>> 

  <<Yesterday we worked on spelling the word 'I'. Yes the WORD 'I'. Pretty hard for some>> 

  <<Yah, it's the first part of that word that always trips me up>> 

  <<Then some kid broke his pencil and someone said something mean so that kid was 

wandering around. And a bunch of the kids were zoned out. One girl was crawling under the table. I 

don't know why. So we reviewed how to listen so we can get points for playtime minutes>> 

  <<Wow, that sounds ridiculous. And ridiculously trippy. Imagine if they were adults but 

behaving in the same way! That'd be hilarious. But I'm sure you find it frustrating instead. I know I 

would. Also, what's this points thing? What can the points be traded in for?>> 

  <<When they line up well or sit quickly I put a mini marshmallow into a jar. When the jar 

reaches the line they get playtime>> 

  <<I think I'd be more interested in the marshmallows. Do they get to eat them? Or are they 

solely place markers for how close they are to playtime?>> 

  <<We've eaten them for other stuff. I haven't decided if we get to eat them. What do you 

think?>> 

  <<Would everyone get one? What about the kids who didn't line up well or sit quickly? Would 



they get one even though they didn't contribute to the jar? If they didn't, I don't think they should get a 

marshmallow. Am I being a hard ass?>> 

  <<If the whole class didn't all line up properly then no marsh. We're in this as a class>> 

  <<Yah, this isn't socialist Russia>> 

 <<If two people don't do it properly then we do it again. When the WHOLE class does it well 

then we ALL win. Yay community. And, if one or two are consistently not sitting well then they get 

sent to put their heads down for a min until I invite them back> 

 He looked at his watched. He had 7 minutes. 

 <<Hope you have a great day, Abby. I’ll text you at lunch>> 

 <<Also, I have a surprise for you. It’s for your birthday. I’m debating on whether to spoil it for 

you and tell you what it is or let you squirm. Either way, you can only actually get it on your birthday 

this Saturday. Do you wanna know what it is?>> 

 <<Maybe give me clues. If I know what it is I’ll just want it right away. I’m not good with 

delayed gratification>> 

 <<And this one will be very hard to delay>> 

 <<That sounds ominous>> 

 <<A good ominous?>> 

 <<Looking forward to trying to decipher your clues>> 

 She sent him another text but this time when he tried to open it he got that error message again. 

He started to delete the most recent text messages. His little Nokia was always out of memory. There 

were too many text messages stored on it. So he was forced to delete the newest ones after he read them 

instead of deleting the old ones. If he didn’t, he wouldn’t even be able to open the new messages. It 

would just give him an error message saying that there wasn’t enough memory to view the text. 

He tried again. This time he was able to read Abby’s message.  <<Have a great morning>> 



IV.IV 

 

 He was in Drive-Thru again, of course. 

 He was taking the lids off all of the pastries and simultaneously 

brewing coffee for the morning rush. From 5:30am until 8am the café was 

fairly slow, but Drive-Thru was pretty constant; not necessarily busy, 

but constant.   

 Casey came to Lattes and Literature at least once a day. He 

always ordered a Grande Cappuccino with “lots of chocolate powder on 

top”, two raw sugars, and a stir stick. 

 For the most part, Alex loved the regulars. They always got the 

same thing and when he saw their faces on the Drive-Thru camera he’d 

get their drink started right away and it was easy to punch in once 

he’d memorized their usual order. It made the whole process that much 

simpler.   

 “Hey Casey,” Alex smiled as he pulled up to the window. “How’s 

your morning?”  

 “Pretty good. You?” He handed Alex a five. 

 Alex grabbed the bill from him and as he handed his drink back, 

Casey replied: “Now I’ll be good.” 

 Alex smirked. That was always his response. Their back and forth 

changed as much as the drink he received every morning.  

  The whole transaction from ordering to hand out was no longer 

than a minute and a half. Alex loved orders like that. 

 “Have a great day, Casey.” 

 “You too.” 

 Maybe today is going to be a good day. Alex thought. 

 -DING- 



 “Hi there, welcome to Lattes and Literature. What can I get for 

you this morning?” 

 A prissy-looking woman in a Land Rover and a pair of oversized 

sunglasses pulled up to the camera. 

 “Yah, can I-“ 

 -RING-RING-RING- 

 What was that? Alex pushed the headset harder against his ear. 

 The woman at the speaker box was pulling out her cell phone. 

 “Hello?” 

 SHE’S ANSWERING IT! Alex stared, unbelievingly. She’s answering 

her cell phone in a Drive-Thru? 

 Alex heard her entire conversation. The whole of it was so 

asinine; pockmarked with meandering asides that didn’t add anything to 

whatever ridiculous conversation the women were having about a yoga 

session. She was talking to one of her socialite friends whose name, he 

overheard through the grating static of the headset, was Kimmy. 

Apparently the whole conversation was building to the fact that 

something was going on with the spa. They’d have to push back their 

manicure and pedicure appointment to 10:30 instead of 9:30 and that 

conflicted with their yoga session. The woman shouted angrily about how 

much she was looking forward to a session of hot yoga and then a mani-

pedi. And somehow the conversation became about Kimmy’s husband. 

 Alex realized his mouth was open. He couldn’t believe she was 

holding up drive-thru, talking on her phone.   

What the fuck?! 

 And of course, the other customers behind her were going to blame 

him for the long line up and slow service. 

 Fuck!  



 She finally finished her conversation, ending it with: “Kiss 

kiss, Kimmy! Mwwaahhh,” 

 She put her phone back in her purse. The woman even made that 

seemingly benign task take forever.   

 “Yah, um . . . I’m not sure what I want yet.” 

 FUCK! 

 “What’s good?” 

 “What kind of drink are you looking for?” Alex asked, through 

gritted teeth. 

 “I don’t know . . .” 

 “Hot?  Cold?  Espresso?  Decaf?” He was trying hard to muffle his 

disdain. 

 “Hmmmm.  I kinda feel . . . like . . . something . . .” 

 FUCK!  

Drive-Thru was for people who were in a hurry; to get something 

they wanted quickly without having to come into the café, NOT for 

someone to window shop at the menu board for something that looks good. 

 “Do you like Lattes?” Alex asked. 

 “No, not really.” 

 You’ve come the right place then, retard! 

 “Have you tried our Hot Chocolate?” 

 “Mmmm, no I think I’ll go for something cold.” 

 “Iced Tea? Iced Coffee?” He asked. 

 “You know, I’ll just go with a regular coffee with a couple shots 

of caramel.” 

 ‘Cause a regular coffee is cold, you cock juggling thunder cunt. 

 “Okay. So four pumps of caramel in that?” 

 “Ummmm, no, actually could you do like three quarters of a pump?” 

 Three quarter of one pump? Alex rolled his eyes. 



 “Sure we can do that for you,” Alex tried not to sound like his 

head was cracking into fissures and moments away from imploding into 

itself. “Is that everything for you?” 

 “What do you guys have in terms of breakfast?” 

 Oh my god! Alex looked at the customer timer above the CCTV 

screen. It had been almost nine minutes since she’d driven up to the 

speaker box. There was probably a nauseatingly long line up of pissed 

off customers snaking around the corner of the building; all wanting 

their morning caffeine fix. Those kinds of customers were not 

understanding in the least. 

 Alex listed off every pastry they had in the pastry case and 

finally she said: “Mmmm, nah. Just the coffee this morning.” 

 ALL that just for a fucking coffee . . .  

He laughed. “Really? Well, that’ll be $2.19 at the window. Thank 

you very much.” 

 She began pulling up and no sooner had her back end pulled out of 

frame- 

 -DING- 

 Before Alex could even recite his morning greeting the man at the 

speaker box shouted. 

 “What’s going on in there? How come it’s taking so long?” 

 “Good morning, welcome to Lattes and Literature, sorry for your 

wait. What can I get for you today?” 

 “Faster service,” he yelled. 

 Fuck. 

 “Excuse me?” He shouted. 

 Alex caught himself. Did I say that out loud? Or did I just think 

it? 

 “Excuse me?” 



 No, he didn’t hear me. He’s just an impatient prick. 

 “Yes?” 

 “Are you going to take my order?” He shouted. 

 Are you going to give it to me, fucktard? “What could I get for 

you this morning?” 

 “Two Grande Lattes with two sugars in each.” 

 Alex repeated it back to him. At least it was a simple order that 

wouldn’t take long. 

 “Uh huh, and four kids’ hot chocolate.” 

 God-fucking-dammit. That’s going to take forever. At Lattes and 

Literature they only steamed the milk for kids’ drinks to 130° instead 

of the standard 160° to 170°. But they weren’t allowed steam it in the 

same container where other milk had been steamed to the standard 

temperature, for some reason. And then they’d have to make enough for 

four kids’ drinks and then steam enough regular milk for two Grande 

Lattes. 

 Alex looked over to see who was making drinks for him and to his 

horror no one was. 

 Alex glared over to the café bar where the shift supervisor was 

talking to a customer. He knew the man at the speaker box was talking 

but he turned the mic off and called to his shift supervisor: “Who’s 

making my drinks?” 

 She didn’t respond. 

 Frustrated, Alex looked back to the CCTV.   

 “Hello?  Hello?!” The man was yelling. He was a balding fat fuck 

in a shitty red truck, yet he acted as though he was a master of the 

whole fucking universe. 

 “Yes?”  

 “Did you get all that?” He shouted angrily. 



 -HONK- 

 The woman who’d order the coffee with one three-quarter pump of 

caramel syrup was waiting by the window and glaring at Alex, her nose 

raised upward. The expression would have made him laugh if he wasn’t so 

fucking exasperated. She honked again and shrugged in an are-you-gonna-

serve-me-or-what manner, pointing at her jewel encrusted Dolce and 

Gabbana watch. 

 I wonder how many old, saggy sugar daddies she had to suck off 

for that watch? 

 Alex held up one finger, yet not the one he wanted to, and 

mouthed: one minute. 

 He started repeating the man’s order to him and when he’d 

finished the main pointed out that Alex had forgotten the two old 

fashioned doughnuts and the glass of water. 

 “Sorry about that,” Alex punched in the rest of the asshole’s 

order. “That’ll be $13.86 at the window. Thank you very much,” 

 Alex opened the window and the woman in the Land Rover scoffed. 

“What’s going on in there?” 

 -DING- 

 FUCK! 

 Alex held his finger up one more time and she threw her arms up 

in the air exaggeratedly and rolled her eyes as she expelled an 

obnoxiously loud sigh of diseased air.   

“Hi there, welcome to Lattes and Literature, how can I help you 

this morning?” 

 “Busy this morning, are we?” There was a man in a black Jetta. He 

had a relaxed, joking tone to his voice so Alex knew he wasn’t mad. But 

his comment was making Alex all the more angry. 

 Alex wanted to scream: “WE’RE NOT MCDONALDS!” 



 “Yah, it’s pretty intense,” He said instead. “What can I get for 

you?” 

 “Just a coffee with two cream and two sugars.” 

 “What size would you like?”  

 “Large.” 

 “Venti?” Alex asked. 

 “Nah, make it Grande.” 

 So medium? Urgh. It shouldn’t have angered him as much as it did, 

but it was a constant annoyance he had to deal with working at the 

store. When people asked for large, they were often times wanting a 

Grande size, which would actually be the medium. They would say: “No, 

that’s extra large,” when he brought out a Venti size. 

 We don’t have extra large. We have tall, Grande, and Venti. 

 “Okay. Is that everything for you?” Alex asked. 

 “Yep.” 

 “That’ll be $2.19 at the window. Thank you very much.” 

 The Jetta moved forward behind the angry man in the shitty pick-

up truck. 

 -DING- 

 “Hi there welcome to Lattes and Literature. I’ll be with you in 

one moment.” 

 The woman at the speaker box let out an exaggeratedly annoyed 

groan.  

 Alex went to the window and apologized to the woman in the Land 

Rover. 

 “It’s been almost six minutes,” she said. “I don’t think I should 

have to pay for my drink.” 

 You talked on your phone for longer than that, you stupid bitch! 

Alex wanted to scream at her and throw the coffee in her face. 



 “Sorry, Miss. The coffee is on me today.” 

 “Damn well better be!” She jerked her neck in the typical valley 

girl way prissy socialites did. 

Alex stopped for a moment and stared at her, equally fascinated 

and appalled. You’re nowhere near L.A. Why the fuck are you acting like 

a valley girl? And you’ve gotta be in your 40s . . . 

Alex turned around to pick up her coffee but it wasn’t there and 

neither was the person who was supposed to be making his drinks.    

Alex looked over to the shift supervisor, Delores. “Delores, 

who’s making my drinks?” 

“Oh, sorry. I am.” 

“But you’re taking orders?” Alex was finding it nearly impossible 

to hide the disdain that was now trickling out of every pore.   

“Yah, but I sent Andrew on a break.” 

ON A BREAK? We have a fuck-ton of cars in Drive-Thru and you sent 

Andrew on a break? 

“What do you need?” She asked.   

Alex pointed to the expediter screen. 

“Woah, that’s a lot of drinks,” she said and Alex was ready to 

break down. 

Oh fuck! Alex remembered that there was someone in Drive-Thru 

whose order he had yet to take. 

 “Hi there. Sorry about the wait. What can I get for you?” 

“You know. Never mind, this is taking forever, I’m just gonna get 

out of here,” she began to pull away from view. 

Thank god. 

But she couldn’t move very far because there were already three 

cars in front of her. 

-DING- 



Alex looked up at the screen there was only enough room for the 

next car’s bumper to fit into frame on the CCTV screen. 

There was no way to know how many cars were behind that one. 

He felt like he might cry, or murder someone. Yah, definitely 

murder someone. Alex looked over to see if the orders were done but 

they weren’t. Delores was back in café again taking the order of some 

customer who’d only just walked in. 

Alex wanted to drop kick her and stomp on her head. 

I have drinks to hand out, Delores! Drinks that are almost 15 

minutes late. 

Alex rushed over and quickly poured the coffee, pumped an entire 

pump of caramel into the socialite cunt’s coffee. He wasn’t going to 

fuck around trying to get three-quarters of one pump. Fuck her. How the 

fuck would she know the difference? And then he added two more pumps 

for good measure. And then another three.  

And some salt. 

He ran to the window and handed it out to her. He started to 

feign an apology but she was already driving away before she even had a 

good hold on the coffee. Alex was surprised she didn’t drop it.  

He was very disappointed that she hadn’t.   

And then the asshole in the shitty red truck pulled up. 

“What the fuck is taking so long? You guys are the slowest coffee 

shop in the city. This is fucking disgraceful. I hope you don’t expect 

me to pay for this.” 

“I’m sorry sir. We’re kind of understaffed right no-“ 

“And how exactly is that my problem?” He interrupted. “I’ve been 

waiting 15 minutes and you’ve made me late for work.” 

Alex wanted to kick in the man’s face. 



“I’m sorry; your drinks will be up right away. Would you like a 

tray for your-“ the man was already rolling up his window. 

Alex looked back to the Drive-Thru bar and none of the drinks had 

even been started. A small line had grown in café and Delores was 

dealing with them instead. Alex walked over to her and asked if she 

could call Andrew back from his break but she informed him that he’d 

been sent on his half hour break and that he wasn’t even in the store. 

He was at restaurant across the parking lot. 

Great. Fucking great. 

So Alex had to start making the drinks, which would take forever 

because now he had to steam two different kinds of milk, and grab 

pastries and a glass of fucking tap water. 

He was hurriedly making the drinks when he heard a tapping at the 

Drive-Thru window. 

He turned, expecting to see the fat fuck in the red truck but it 

was a slender, bitchy looking woman in a pretentious pantsuit. She’d 

gotten out of her car, which was probably the one that belonged to the 

bumper on the CCTV screen and walked up to the window.   

Alex opened the Drive-Thru window. 

“Yes?” 

“What is going on? I’m going to be late for work.” 

“I’m sorry but-“ 

“No buts, just give this guy what he ordered so we can get 

moving.” 

Alex just stared at her, dumbfounded. You don’t think that I 

would’ve just done that had I been able to? 

“I . . .” he continued to stare at her like she was an odd and 

fascinating specimen at a Freak Show, “I’m making them now.” 

“Jesus,” she snorted. “Well make them faster.” 



Alex laughed. He laughed in a way that was freeing and also kind 

of scary. 

The woman looked at him as though he’d deeply offended her. 

Alex closed the window on her and she looked pissed. She stormed 

back to her car. 

Alex got the drinks out in a relatively short time, considering, 

and after the jovial man in his black Jetta, three cars came zipping by 

without ordering. They looked pissed off, but fuck them, so was he.  

After that, things became manageable. Most of the orders that came 

afterward were plain coffees and those didn’t take too long.  

And immediately after the rush was finished, Andrew came back 

from his break. 

 

IV.V 

 

Alex called Mia on his next break and asked her when was a good 

time to hang out. She offered her time between 2:30 and 4. He’d 

resigned himself to stay after work and wait for her at Lattes and 

Literature.   

Alex always brought along random books to read during his breaks 

so it wasn’t as though he’d be bored. Of course, he could always pull 

something off the bookshelves at the store if he hadn’t brought 

anything.  

The rest of his shift had been fairly uneventful, nothing that 

could ever compare to the horrible morning anyway. After his shift he 

grabbed a drink and went to sit down to read. 

Lately he’d been chewing through books on philosophy and 

perception. 



Marcel. Buber. Nietzsche. Kierkegaard.   

Anything thought provoking, really, but he did tend to 

concentrate on existentialist philosophers. He’d branched off recently 

and had begun reading books on eastern religions like Buddhism and 

Zoroastrianism. He was initially drawn toward the latter because of 

Nietzsche but found a warm . . . happiness wasn’t the right word . . . 

Alex’s mind sparked off in tangential musings and it took Mia 

coming into the door of the café to pull him out of his philosophic 

stupor. 

She had long dark hair and near eastern features; big, dark, 

almond shaped eyes, and full lips.  

“How are you doing?” Alex asked her as he moved his books and 

journals off the extra chair, offering her a place to sit. 

“Not bad,” she said. “I haven’t seen you in forever.” 

“I know,” Alex cooed, dopily. “It’s has been forever. What have 

you been up to?” 

“Oh you know, getting ready for school to start.” 

“Yah,” he nodded.   

He didn’t know why he nodded. He felt stupid for not going back 

to school, but there was no way he realistically could. Not after 

having gone bankrupt. 

He was barely making enough money to survive, let alone put away 

a sufficient amount of money for tuition. 

He felt his guts churning inside himself. 

Fuck, I hate Elizabeth. He gritted his teeth. It’s her fault. 

Coming back to Winnipeg put me back so hard that there was no way I can 

pay all of my bills, loans, rent and live. 



Mia was saying something and Alex realized he’d zoned out. He 

quickly focused back into the sound of her voice and tried to make 

sense of what she was saying. 

“-an be pretty hard, but I’m glad I had a relatively easy summer.  

Except for work.” 

“What happened at work?” He asked, hoping she hadn’t already told 

him and would be caught not paying attention.  

“Oh, it’s just . . . I feel unappreciated for the work I do and 

everyone seems to be getting ahead but me. I don’t think the managers 

like me.” 

“I’m sure they do,” he assured her, stroking her arm, and then 

realized what he was doing and tried to discretely pull his hand back 

without looking like an idiot. “You’re a great worker and a very 

friendly, positive person. What’s not to like?”  

Mia worked part time at a pub. She liked the clientele but didn’t 

get along with the staff, which was pretty much the reverse of Alex’s 

problem with Lattes and Literature. Well, except for Dale, his manager. 

And Courtney.  

Fuck, I hate Courtney. 

“Thanks,” Mia said. “I appreciate that.” 

It felt good to catch up with her after so long. There was snow 

on the ground when they’d last spoken in person.   

Unfortunately, in their catching up Alex learned that she was 

still dating that guy, Tate, who he rarely saw with her. In her 

pictures on Facebook she was always with friends, out partying, out 

adventuring. Tate was in maybe a dozen of her almost six hundred 

pictures she’d posted. Alex wondered if they were really that serious, 

or if he had a chance if he were to ever say something.   



Mia had been dating Tate for over two years. If I just had enough 

balls to tell her how I feel. Then he told himself: a guy like me has 

no chance with a girl like Mia.   

4pm came around and Mia excused herself to go off to something 

she had planned. She was always out somewhere with someone. 

“Are you doing anything later tonight?” Alex grabbed her arm as 

she stood up. His eagerness sparked a rush of anxiety.  

Stalkerish? Needy? 

“Um, after 6 or 7 I should be free,” she smiled down at him. 

“How about you come over for a late supper or snack or 

something,” he asked through nervous lips. 

“Sure,” Mia smiled; more of a smirk really. “I’d like that.” 

 

  *   *   * 

 

 After he got home from work, he started to clean up the 

apartment.  

 There were pizza boxes everywhere and a couple articles of 

unmentionables, which were probably Nathan’s. Alex didn’t recognize any 

of them as being his, and they definitely weren’t Laura’s.  

He began dusting. He couldn’t believe how dirty the lampshades 

and the counter tops were. The whole entertainment system was infused 

with the dull grey of dust. When he wiped it away he saw the gleaming 

stained wood underneath and marveled at the contrast between the two.  

Alex thought: I should really do it more often. This place is 

really gross. 

 Alex worked for almost two hours before Nathan and Laura returned 

home. 

 They blinked, confusedly at Alex’s busy cleaning.   



 “Wow, this place looks amazing,” Laura said.  

 “Mia coming over?” Nathan smirked. 

 “No, I just figured it needed cleaning,” Alex lied. 

  Nathan laughed. 

 “She’ll be here in an hour,” Alex said finally. 

 Alex had already filled three large black garbage bags with 

leftover food, pop cans, and other random trash. 

 “Well, thanks,” Laura gave him a hug before putting down her 

purse and taking off her jacket.  

 

   *   *   * 

 

  After Mia left, Alex slowly gathered up a load of the fragmented 

chunks of what had once been a protective barrier. Once separating his 

naïve optimism from the cold exterior world, Mia’s rejection saw it 

exposed to the sickly air. The inflamed skin that held in the last of 

Alex’s love, or the closest thing to love Alex was still capable of, 

began throbbing and pulling taut as the coarse, stinging air scratched 

past.  

  Alex sighed.  

  He went back to his room to get a few hours of sleep before the 

Wild Wednesday started.  

  <<I love you>> He cringed at the playback of his voice in his 

mind. 

  <<Aw!>> Mia’s voice stung even as electricity in his brain. 

Her voice still floated around inside his head as he lay against 

the pillow. He had no idea she was watching him from outside his 

window. 

 



IV.VI 

 

They sat in a circle in Seth’s apartment. There were eight of 

them. Other than Nathan and Seth, Alex didn’t recognize anyone else.  

  They must be Seth’s friends.  

  There was a group of people in the other room watching sports and 

doing shots. 

  Earlier, Alex had gone through the living room to get to the 

washroom and saw three overweight guys in stained football jerseys 

slurring loudly while wrestling. He didn’t know what they were 

wrestling about, or if they even needed a genuine reason to, but it all 

looked so stupid to him. 

  He used the washroom and came back to Nathan’s room for the 

massive bong rips they were about to take. 

  Nathan had one of the most insane bongs Alex had ever seen. It 

went all the way up to his belly button if he was standing, and it was 

taller than him when he was sitting. 

  They all contributed a little bit of weed into the oversized 

bowl. 

  One of the girls, a strikingly beautiful brunette with dark, 

exotic looking eyes, said: “I think I have a little hash.” 

   Between the moment the sound of her voice triggered a faint 

tingling of importance and that of his brain ordering the muscles in 

his neck to turn to face the voice, the déjà vu overpowered Alex. His 

chest was tight with the memories of that moment he was still 

experiencing but he was aware that he was aware he was seeing that 

moment again. 

  But from where?  



  The woman reached into her backpack. Alex’s frantic eyes, while 

darting around the room, happened to stop at a box of condoms beneath 

the metal teeth of the woman’s backpack. It looked like her backpack 

had also eaten a small glass pipe, something that looked like a whip, 

and a copy of the newest issue of Rolling Stone magazine. She silenced 

the bag, binding its teeth together with a sound that Alex found 

percussively beautiful. Alex couldn’t help but wonder what else was in 

there. She sprinkled some hash over the top of the bowl and then they 

all took turns taking huge hits. 

 Seth turned on some trippy music he’d been collecting on his Mp3 

player and they all closed their eyes and took in the wonderful sounds 

cascading down around them. 

  “Hi,” the girl with seductive eyes was sitting next to him. 

Closer up, Alex could see the flawlessness of her beauty. She had 

large, almond shaped eyes cloaked in dark, smoky eye shadow. Her 

intense eyeliner arced up toward her eyebrows on the far side of each 

eye, making her look like a punk rock Cleopatra. Alex was taken aback 

that she was aware that he existed, and even more astounded that she 

would want to talk to him. 

  He stammered out a clumsy response: “Hi. I’m Grey.” Of course it 

was a lie. He didn’t know why he’d lie. There was no reason to. Alex 

wondered if it wasn’t some deep seeded resentment to his given name 

that had only now presented itself. It was then that he realized he was 

staring dazedly off into space and ignoring the beautiful woman who for 

some anomalous reason was aware that he existed.  

  Granted, he accepted that his real name was nowhere near as cool 

as Grey, and she was gorgeous and seemingly interested in him.  

Grey.  



  That is a really cool name. How did I come up with that? He 

wondered. He was pretty sure it was an involuntary action. It just came 

out. He didn’t even think about it. 

  “That’s a really intriguing name.” 

Alex wondered if she had realized he was totally full of shit, 

but she didn’t seem turned off; rather the opposite, actually. 

  “I’m Emerald,” she smiled and presented her hand, which Alex 

shook eagerly; maybe too eagerly.  

  Emerald. 

  He had to stifle a laugh. 

 We’re both colours. His smile faded. Or maybe she realized I’m 

full of shit and gave me a fake name too. 

  “How do you know Seth?” Alex tried to silence his thoughts. What 

did it matter? At least she’s talking to me. 

  “I don’t really,” she said, but didn’t say anything more and Alex 

assumed the long silence afterward meant he shouldn’t push any harder. 

  He felt his whole head dissolve into mindless fragments of 

thought. 

  No no! Focus!  

  “What . . . uh . . . so, what dos . . ,” Dos?! Shit, man! Learn 

how to talk. “What do you . . . uh . . . do?” 

  “About what?” She looked at him with her deep, intoxicating eyes. 

The contours of her lips beckoned to him in the dim light cast from the 

Lava Lamp behind Alex. 

  Alex laughed; not because anything was funny, but because of the 

tension pressing in around him. After a while she too began to 

laugh. She had a beautiful quiet laugh, yet it seemed to drown out all 

other sounds in the room, until there was only the sound of her 

laughter and the blood sloshing around riotously in his ears. 



  “Hey!” 

  Alex didn’t know why he thought the voice was directed at him, 

but the sound pulled him away from the gorgeous woman’s gaze and he saw 

Nathan flagging him over. 

  “You have to sit here by the speaker,” he said. “You can feel the 

bass entering your body.” 

  Alex looked back over to Emerald, but she was gone. He scanned 

the room and out of the corner of his eye he saw someone walk out the 

bedroom door and into the hallway. It could’ve been Emerald, maybe 

she’s just going to the washroom. 

  Alex shrugged it off and went over to where Nathan was 

sitting. He was right. Alex could totally feel his body rocking out 

along with the music. 

  He closed his eyes and took in the feeling and when Alex opened 

them again he saw they were loading another bowl. 

  The track on the Mp3 player changed and Alex recognized it 

instantly. It was “Rain Song” by Led Zeppelin. 

  Yes. He thought. He loved that song. 

“What do you like about it?” 

  He turned. 

It was Emerald. She must’ve just gotten back from the bathroom. 

“Sorry?” Alex mumbled out a choked response. She’d caught him in 

mid swallow and he was too excited by the fact that the gorgeous woman 

was still interested in talking with him that he didn’t wait until he 

was finished. 

“What do you like about this song?” she repeated. 

“I’m hugely addicted to Led Zeppelin,” Alex confessed. “Jimmy 

Page is a god.” 

She laughed. “I totally agree.” 



“The music is so . . . so . . .” Alex was searching for an 

intelligent sounding synonym for powerful. 

“Powerful?” She said, smiling. 

“Hey, yah! Exactly.” 

“I know what you mean,” she slid a little closer to him. He 

noticed her hand was almost touching his. 

Almost. 

The people around him began to stand up and leave the room. 

  “Where’s everyone going?” No one answered him, and Emerald just 

shrugged. 

  So they followed them. 

  They followed the group into the living room, past the drunk 

assholes in football jerseys, and out the front door. They walked for 

what seemed a good ten minutes before they arrived at their 

destination. 

  The park. 

It was a remarkably small park; only twenty feet by twenty feet 

at most. It had a solitary jungle gym and a set of seesaws. 

They all got up onto the jungle gym and immediately were deep in 

discussion. 

  Alex was too high to fully appreciate, or comprehend, what they 

were talking about and zoned out quickly. 

  Nathan wasn’t paying attention either, he was going up and down 

the slide and being entirely too loud. Alex was worried they’d get 

busted by the police for public intoxication; although, that might have 

just been the paranoia of the pot kicking in. 

  “Did you want to go on the seesaw with me?” Emerald was sitting 

beside him. She motioned over to the other end of the park. 



  “Sure,” Alex got up unsteadily, and sort of wobbled over to the 

seesaws. His legs felt oddly numb, yet he could still feel the wind 

against them. The cold air seemed to cut its way through the fabric of 

his pants and nip at his skin. He shook one leg in a futile effort to 

dislodge the wind’s teeth from his skin, but then realized how 

ridiculous that thought pattern was and walked embarrassedly the rest 

of the way to the seesaw. 

  Alex got on his side, Emerald got on hers, and they started 

seesawing. 

  “So what do you do?” She asked. 

“I’m a contract killer,” he said, trying to remain deadpan. 

“Interesting.” Initially she looked shocked and he was worried 

he’d gone too far and weirded her out, but then he saw her smirk. “So 

they sent you after me, did they?” 

“Well, I could forget I saw you.” 

  “I know contract killers,” she said flatly, “and they don’t do 

anything for free. What do you want in return?” 

  Alex realized things were going pretty well for him. His next few 

words could either make or break the events of that night. 

  He had to think of something witty and intriguing that would 

result in a bout of naked wrestling in either Emerald’s bedroom or his 

own. 

 “Mew Two could totally kick Mew’s ass,” Alex heard a voice from 

the jungle gym. 

“Are they talking about Pokémon?” Emerald asked and got off the 

seesaw. She seemed completely focused on the question for some reason. 

He couldn’t read the expression on her face but something about it made 

him uncomfortable. The feeling was followed closely after by an 

awareness of some existential importance crackling about that moment. 



He felt the significance as if it were some new being, completely real, 

and physical, floating in the air, only waiting to be named and sorted 

and analyzed. He was witness to the creation of a new being. 

Abiogenesis. A shiver shot through him.  

A word ignited in his head and then blew off into grainy dots 

that dispersed among the unintelligible static of his mind. 

Emerald dazedly walked back to the others and Alex followed. 

Damn. He cursed his indecisiveness. 

  “Are you guys talking about Pokémon?” Alex asked as the pair 

neared. Emerald was still silently staring with unfocused eyes.  

  “Yah,” the Gothic girl said, dismissively, taking a drag on her 

cigarette. 

  “No way! Mew Two was genetically engineered to be superior to 

Mew, there’s no way that Mew could beat Mew Two.” 

  “You haven’t seen the movie?” another voice responded. 

  “Well, yah, I’m just saying that it’s not realistic that a normal 

Mew could beat a genetically superior Mew Two.” 

  Alex laughed at the fact that the word realistic had been used in 

a sentence about Pokémon. 

  “Gengar could,” another voice shot out. It was Nathan. “I always 

used Gengar and he was awesome against Mew because ghost is good 

against psychic. And Gengar is also poison, so it’s like a double 

whammy.” 

  “As if you guys are talking about Pokémon,” Alex feigned rolling 

his eyes. Had Emerald not been there he’d have been contributing a lot 

more to the conversation. 

  “How about you?” Nathan turned to Alex. “What Pokémon would you 

usually use?” 



  Alex looked over at Emerald. The next few words could also make 

or break his evening. He had to think fast. 

  The blonde with the dreads and a chest tattoo saved him.  

  “I always battled with Rapidash,” she paused. “Ninetails was also 

a very good Pokémon.” 

  There were scattered sounds of agreement from those on the jungle 

gym. 

  Emerald took Alex’s hand and he felt a visceral crack of 

electricity surge through him.   

  He shivered. 

  She pulled him back over to the seesaws, but this time she waited 

for him to sit down and then set herself down on his lap. She wrapped 

her arms around his neck, staring into his eyes. 

  He was breathing in rapid, ragged gasps of air. When he realized 

it, his eyes widened as he tried to slow his breathing and settle his 

fiercely beating heart. The sound of the blood rushing through his head 

was nearly deafening. 

  “If I kissed you, would you let me live?” she whispered and 

leaned in closer. 

  “I don’t know,” Alex said, trying to swallow the large lump in 

his throat. “It had better be some phenomenal kiss.” 

  Her lips pressed against his and the ecstatic feeling of it 

ripped through him. He wrapped his arms around her and pulled her 

closer. 

  Things progressed so fast he couldn’t recall how they’d ended up 

back at his place. Alex distractedly fiddled with the keys to the 

apartment while she attacked his face; darting her smooth, wet tongue 

in and out of his mouth. She snaked her arms around his back and he had 

the faint sensation, only for a split second, that there was a boa 



constrictor slithering around his torso slowly readying itself to 

squeeze the breath out of him. 

  Alex opened his eyes and saw that, of course, there was no snake 

and that they were still in the hallway. He looked over at the keyhole 

and concentrated, as much as he could with Emerald’s tongue in his 

mouth, on unlocking his door. 

  He heard the lock turn over. The pair used the momentum of their 

entwined forms to open the door. Alex blindly reached for the front 

entrance lights. 

  “This is your place?” She asked as she somehow managed to remove 

her shoes and her coat while still ravaging Alex’s face. 

  “Mine, Nathan, and Laura’s,” he said between mouthfuls of her 

tongue. 

  “It’s nice.” 

  “Thanks.” 

  “Where’s your room?” she asked pulling him further into the 

apartment. 

  Alex couldn’t think straight. Was this actually happening? Was I 

going to have sex with this woman I’d only met a few hours earlier? 

  Yes. 

  They burst into Alex’s room and landed together on the bed. She 

grabbed his face in her hands and pressed it firmly against hers. She 

pulled away slightly, just enough to start kissing his neck, licking 

along his jaw line, and finally began sucking on his ear lobe. 

  The wet feel of her tongue flicking quickly back and forth 

against the sensitive skin made his whole body erupt in goosebumps. 

  She stopped just long enough to say: “So are you going to fuck me 

or should I call a cab?” 

 



IV.VII 

 

He opened his eyes and turned onto his side. 

 9:19am 

 Alex wondered if the whole night had just been some wonderful 

dream, but it had all felt so real. He remembered the way she tasted. 

He remembered the feel of being inside her. He exhaled and felt his 

body relax further. He felt like his mattress was sucking him into 

itself. He was still pretty high. 

  He hadn’t done hash in a while. 

  Alex rolled over onto his other side and his smile imploded in on 

itself. 

  The bed was empty.  

  The covers on Emerald’s side of the bed were neatly tucked back 

into the mattress and the creases had been smoothed out.   

 His heart sank. 

 He caught himself wondering if he wasn’t being a pussy. Why 

should I care if she left? I got a night of amazing sex out of her, and 

no commitment. I should be jumping up and down and calling all my 

buddies to recount my manly deeds.  

  But he did like her. And he did want to see her again. 

 Am I a pussy? 

 He got up and walked to the front door. It was locked. 

Alex thought about it a second and then went to go check the 

bathroom. It too was empty.  

 He was thinking much too hard for 9am. He had to be at work for 

11am, so he got into the shower. 

 



IV.VIII 

 

 He began making himself some breakfast, which really involved 

looking through the fridge, concluding that there was nothing edible, 

and deciding on going to McDonalds on the way to work. 

  It usually took him about 25 minutes to walk to work. During the 

summer it wasn’t so bad; it was really the only exercise he got.  

  But during the winter he wanted to die. 

  Winnipeg winters were brutal. It was mildly livable during the 

summer, but he fucking hated winter. The thought of the cold made him 

shiver and inevitably corralled his thoughts to memories of living in 

Taiwan. 

  I left a gorgeous, tropical paradise to come back to a frozen, 

agonizingly boring, shift-work existence. 

  Alex grit his teeth down angrily. 

  He tried to think of anything other than her.  

  Instead, Emerald popped into the foreground of his thoughts. It 

could’ve been that his refrigerator was a 70s green, or because it was 

his favorite color. 

  And of course, my favourite colour is green. Why does my 

favourite colour have to be green? He shook his head, mournfully. 

  His mind was often tangential and when he was anxious about 

something, his thoughts always curved back toward the negative.    

  Had I done something that warranted a sneak-off-in-the-night 

exit? 

  He tried to silence his brain by randomly staring around the room 

to find something else on which to concentrate. 



In the ashtray by the television was a partially smoked blunt. 

There was probably another two or three good tokes left in it and he 

thought a long time about it before he remembered that he hated being 

high at work. Talking to people was far too stressful, plus he was 

already feeling an afterglow as it was. 

  Alex poured himself a glass of water and downed it before 

grabbing his iPod and leaving the apartment. 

  The morning sun released some dull, muted warmth through the 

thick clouds overhead.   

  August was a weird month.   

  It was either really hot, or it was wet, cold, and miserable. 

That year it was definitely the latter. The very end of May to the 

beginning of July had been reasonably warm, but by mid-July Mother 

Nature was pissed: wind, hail, rain, and sub-seasonal temperatures.  

  Not at all a good summer. 

  It was spitting a little bit when he got to the corner of 

Stafford and Grant; still about fifteen minutes from work. He listened 

to the melancholy, industrial melodies streaming out of the headphones; 

attacking his eardrums. He bobbed his head along with the noise. 

  As he approached the building he could see the cars backed up 

from Drive-Thru spilling out onto the parking lot of the restaurant on 

the other side of the lot. There must’ve been nine or ten cars, at 

least. 

  Alex exhaled. 

Fuck. 

He pulled open the doors and walked inside. It was caffeine 

infused insanity. The café was blocked by a rapidly increasing line; a 

cluster of snobby people in tawdry business suits or modish skirts and 



prissy blouses. Alex looked at his watch and saw he had fifteen minutes 

before his shift started. 

  He liked to get to work early, so he could order a drink, and 

relax before running headlong into the throng of easily annoyed, 

hopelessly egotistical assholes. 

  He looked over to the front counter and unfortunately, made eye 

contact with the shift supervisor. She stood up straight and began 

walking towards Alex in a hurried jog, just on the slow side of a run. 

  “Hey, can you start now?” She asked him. 

  Alex tried to hide the fact that he was gritting his teeth again. 

“Sure.” 

Alex accompanied her to the backroom and put on his apron, hat, 

and clocked in for work; fifteen minutes early. He checked where they 

deployed him for the day, and sure enough, he was working Drive-Thru. 

  Fuck. 

  He put a headset on and started to make drinks. That wasn’t too 

bad.  

Yet. 

IV.IX 

 

“Let’s order pizza. On me,” Nathan saw the expression on Alex’s 

face as soon as he opened the door. 

 Laura leaped over to the computer.  

  “Let’s watch something trippy,” Laura suggested. “Oh, we should 

call Seth and see what he’s doing.”  

  She picked up the phone and Alex was amazed at the speed with 

which she dialed the number. Although they did have enough practice 

calling the number.   



 Seth said he wasn’t doing anything and would be over as fast as 

he could climb the two flights of stairs. 

 “I found this amazing documentary on the biggest things in space.  

It’ll blow your mind,” Nathan said as he set up the DivX player. 

 The opening of the documentary had a series of quick cuts of 

flying through space, to entering a Black Hole, to jutting in and out 

of an asteroid belt.   

  Alex felt like he was experiencing all of those things and that 

he was flying through space at ridiculously intense speeds. 

 “This was made for people on drugs,” Alex smiled. 

 Laura giggled, “I know.” 

 “The Cosmic Web,” the narrator began, “is one of the most 

mysterious and intriguing features of the Universe. Scientists believe 

that the Universe is held together by a framework of invisible strings 

of matter with pockets of void spotted throughout. The web is as big as 

the universe itself, measuring some 14 billion light years across-“ 

 The image on the screen began panning out from our planet, out 

through the solar system, and out through the Milky Way, and then 

faster and faster it raced to finally encompass the entire Universe.  

  It did look like a web.  

  There were long threads of matter with nothing in the space 

between. 

 Alex suddenly had a crazy epiphany.   

 “Scientists are always looking smaller and smaller and smaller 

right? They did the molecule thing, DNA, and sub-atomic research, and 

now they’re coming up with stuff like string theory.” 

 “Yah,” Nathan said. 

 “But why aren’t we looking bigger?” 



 Nathan pressed pause on the documentary and looked at Alex, 

intrigued. “Go on.” 

 “We know that above our solar system is the galaxy, and above the 

galaxy are clusters of galaxies and so on and so on until we encompass 

the whole Universe, but what is beyond the Universe?” 

“Well, we can’t really look at the whole universe because we’re 

blinded by the background microwave radiation from the Big Bang. Until 

we find a way to see through it, that is the extent of our Universe.”   

Alex stopped and his eyes grew wide as he pondered, “What if our 

universe is only one cell.” 

 “What?” 

 “That’s not an original idea at all, Alex.” Nathan took another 

hit. 

 “What if we’re all just a cell inside a larger organism?” Alex 

sat up excitedly, completely dismissing Nathan’s negativity.  

  “Oh shit! What if there are smaller universes in each of our 

cells!” Laura chimed in. 

 “That’s all very trippy guys, but what part would we play in the 

cell? Cells have a nucleus and cytoplasm and ribosomes, so what role is 

it that we play in this cell?” Nathan asked. 

 “Maybe we are the ribosomes, Nancy,” Laura said snippily. “or 

maybe we’re some kind of bacteria,” she said. 

  “Maybe we’re a virus!” Alex said and his eyes grew wider than he 

ever thought they could. 

 “Maybe,” Nathan laughed. “It’s trippy, I’ll give you that.” 

 He resumed the documentary. Next up was a discussion on Black 

Holes. 



 “A Black Hole is a region of space where the force of gravity is 

so strong that nothing can escape its pull once it has crossed the 

event horizon; not even light.” 

 This time Laura wigged out. She clawed at Nathan, ripping the 

remote away to pause the video. “What if Black Holes are portals to 

space outside our Universe. What if we are contained inside some kind 

of shell and the Black Holes are like our doorway to the outside.” 

 “Well, aren’t you destroyed when you enter them?” Alex asked. 

 “How does anyone know that? They’re just speculating. Sure, okay, 

what if you do get broken down into millions and millions of particles 

upon entering the Black Hole, but maybe you get reassembled on the 

other side. I mean when you send things by fax you have text on paper 

that’s digitized, broken down into information, and then the text is 

reassembled on a completely new paper on other end, right?” 

  “Do people still use fax machines?” Alex was filling another 

bowl. 

 “Assuming there is another end,” Nathan interjected. 

 “What’s with you being all Negative Nancy tonight?” Laura asked. 

 “Sorry, I don’t mean to be,” Nathan smiled. “I’m really high and 

chronically skeptical.” 

 Laura giggled. “I wonder what we would be on the other side? 

Maybe all the rules of physics are different there. Maybe we won’t 

breathe oxygen and we have to breathe Silicon or something like that.” 

 There was a knock on the door that made them all jump. 

 “It might be the pizza.” 

 Nathan walked over to the door and looked through the peephole.   

  It was Seth. 

 Nathan let him in and gave him a hug. 

 “Hey Seth,” Both Laura and Alex called from the couch. 



 “You’re missing an epic conversation about the possibility of our 

Universe being a single cell in a larger organism,” Nathan said. 

 Seth stopped. “Woah. That’s fucked up,” he laughed dopily as he 

moved to sit down beside his friends on the couch. “What if we’re part 

of some interstellar fish that’s floating through space? And what if 

something bigger than it eats the fish? Would we be digested and 

destroyed?” 

 There was another knock at the door, which jolted him again. This 

time it was the pizza.   

  They ate wordlessly. Each of them were staring out with unfocused 

eyes, contemplating the charged bolts of non-sequential thoughts that 

shot about the moist surface of their brains. Each of the friends had 

begun at the same point when they paused the documentary. But from 

there, each of them skipped from point to point, idea to idea, in 

disjointed and seemingly unrelated paths. Alex wasn’t consciously aware 

of his eating, but he’d already had two pieces. It wasn’t really a 

train of thought. It was more like riding some kind of pot infused bull 

that thrashed his whole being around from one thought to another trying 

to whip Alex off of its back. Alex was holding on to the rope at the 

weed bull’s neck with a white knuckled grip as it swung him around from 

thought to thought. The bull began to calm itself and the information 

encoded in the crackling electricity that buzzed around inside his head 

was overwhelmed with wonder and reverence. 

  “It makes me think,” Alex started quietly, but then cleared his 

throat and started again. His friends slowly disconnected from their 

own jerky thought paths to acknowledge that Alex was speaking. “It 

makes me think of how unimportant my problems are and how they're 

really not actually problems but delusions of self-importance that 

distract me from the awareness of reality's interconnectedness.” 



  No one said anything. They just stared at Alex. 

  “I mean, not that I feel I'm unimportant, that would be 

nihilistic. All organisms are important. But I wonder sometimes if the 

idea of homo sapiens’ superiority comes because we are subjectively 

experiencing our own lives. I wonder if that somehow makes us believe 

we are more important than other organisms we share a planet with. Is 

it natural selection? Is it just survival of the fittest and we're just 

excellent specimens that have transcended the parameters that other 

organisms have been held to and we've reached a state of superiority 

through technology, invention, and creativity? Or is it a selfish, 

short-sighted rationalization for perpetuating an unsustainable system 

that benefits from the destruction of lesser organisms that we as homo 

sapiens feel entitled to exploit under the banner of civilization?” 

  “I think that’s why people don’t want to admit that we’re 

animals,” Laura said. “Think about it. We try so hard to remove our 

animalness, right? My Adolescent Psych professor had a theory about 

this although I’m not sure if he came up with it but whatever, the hair 

removal is part of the drive to look younger. As society changed what 

it preferred in a mate, the most attractive features become that of 

individuals who had characteristics that were youthful or even 

prepubescent. That's why women make themselves look like twelve year 

olds by removing hair and using makeup. Before the 18th century this 

was unheard of, but that's mainly due to the fact that, as the 19th 

century came on, we started changing many social values that meant men 

and women became much closer in age over time. This essentially caused 

a break in our evolutionary mating strategy; where it had once been fit 

men in their late twenties to early thirties that were marrying 

thirteen to fifteen year old women. The only way older women could 

maintain that evolutionary attraction was by appearing younger - and 



thus we have make-up and the removal of body hair. Removal of pubic 

hair was vastly accelerated by pornography in the 90s,” Nathan said. 

  “It's interesting how the history of human sexuality has 

undergone so many different fluctuations in what a mate prefers in the 

opposite sex,” Laura said. “I also wonder if that's why we, as one of 

the great apes, have less hair than our great apes brethren. Women 

sexually selected out the instances where their offspring would have 

more hair. After homo sapiens adapted sweating as a means of 

temperature regulation, fur became superfluous. And it's interesting, 

like those razor ads for men, that body hair on both sexes is seen as 

unattractive and undesirable.”  

  “Except, for some reason, when it's on a male’s head,” Alex said, 

suddenly insecure of his own thinning hairline. He adjusted himself in 

his seat and took another bite of pizza. “Then they make men feel as 

though lack of hair on the head somehow relates to a loss of their 

masculinity. It matters, apparently, where the hair is on a person's 

body. That I find interesting too.” 

   “This societal aversion to body hair is totally linked with our 

distaste to any sort of acknowledgement of our animal roots. Society 

places human beings as separate from the animal kingdom and unique and 

conveniently superior,” Seth said.  

  “Or maybe it's just marketing,” Nathan said. “Companies need to 

sell us a product that they are manufacturing so they create a need in 

our culture that will perpetuate the consumption of that product. ‘Oh, 

gross, your legs are hairy! Oh, gross, your back is hairy? but hey! 

look at this! We just so happen to be selling this razor that removes 

body hair that grows naturally on your body. Even though it grows back 

and regrows, and regrows and you’re always having to keep cutting it 

off, and buying disposable razors, or annoying expensive replacement 



cartridges every couple months. Because I mean, you wanna be loved and 

feel desired by other people, right?’,” Nathan scoffed and bit off a 

chunk of pizza.  

  “I long for the day when we cast off this yolk of artificial and 

unnecessary augmentation and just except each other exactly as the 

other is, without any expectations, without any desire to shape them 

into our concept of being, but to just experience reality as it is, 

unveiled and pure and objective,” Seth stared out again, about to swing 

his leg up on the bull for another non-linear ride through his brain, 

but Alex started to talk before he mounted the weed bull inside his 

head. 

  “It makes me think, how many of our jobs are about the creation 

of materials for an impermanent aesthetical standard that continues to 

alter as it bounces through human history depending on who is creating 

the propaganda? Who is it that forces us believe we must conform to 

this intangible and illusory, and often physically unrealistic 

standard,” Alex said and his friends nodded their agreement through 

puffed cheeks filled with clumps of partially chewed pizza. “We should 

look at who benefits from these implanted insecurities and what their 

true purpose is. These culturally enforced and imagined deficits are 

constructed in order to convince us that there are things about the way 

we naturally are, in our normal, unaltered state of being, that are 

repulsive and undesirable and, again, it just so happens that they have 

a product for sale that solves exactly that! If we think about what we 

really need: food, shelter, human interaction, medicine and healthcare, 

art, science,” Alex paused to chew another bite. “Where does plastic 

surgery or liposuction or laser hair removal or all of these more 

peripheral and superficial services come into play? What if we all 

worked together to farm? That ends world hunger! What if we all worked 



together to build infrastructure and ethically look at human equality? 

After all, we’re homo sapiens and the idea of nationalism and this 'us' 

and 'them' paradigm is woefully antiquated. BOOM. We just solved 

homelessness and poverty! What if instead of teaching children standard 

curriculum in public schools, we teach them how to live like positive 

human beings and instill in them a hunger for knowledge and experience? 

Then we get growth of knowledge and specialization and discovering the 

individual’s personalized strengths to add to humankind. Also then once 

they've 'graduated' human school, they can specialize and go into their 

trade but to me it doesn't make sense that we try to churn out 

identical copies of human beings when we all learn so differently yet 

our success or failure is measured through a prism of some arbitrary 

standard. That helps with literacy, intelligence, equality, 

rationality, wow, and happiness! How awesome would it be to pursue a 

career or a trade that you were totally passionate about? Is this 

completely unrealistic? Am I missing some massive kink in my logic that 

I'm not seeing?” Alex looked at his friends. 

  “Alex,” Seth sparked up another bowl, “I think you just solved 

all the world’s problems.” 

 They all giggled. 

 “Too bad I won’t remember it tomorrow,” Alex took his fourth 

piece of pizza from the box. 

 

  



IV.X 

 

 Alex sat up in his bed and a horrible wave of déjà vu flooded 

over him. But as the feeling reached its height, he realized that it 

was only because of his routine.   

  He’d go to sleep, have a terrible dream, and then wake up 

groggily and sit up, get high, have a shower, get high, go to work, get 

high, go to sleep, have a terrible dream, and then wake up groggily and 

sit up. 

  Trent is right. It’s the routine. 

  Alex walked into the living room and once again, they were all 

out in front of the television, smoking a blunt. 

  “You guys are smoking already?” Alex said and immediately heard 

the nagging tone in his voice and shut up. 

  “Yes, Dad,” Nathan laughed, not looking up from the book he was 

reading. 

  “Man,” Seth started as he shook his head at Alex, “we need to get 

you out of the house and do something fun.” 

  “No, I just . . .” Alex exhaled, not wanting to explain, “like 

what?” He asked. 

  Seth looked over at Nathan and Nathan just shrugged and went back 

to reading Alex’s copy of The Third Chimpanzee by Jared Diamond. 

  “Oh!” Seth shouted and, still in his morning haze, it made Alex 

jump. “I’ve got it. The Casino!” 

“The Casino?” Alex kind of groaned. He’d never been to a casino 

before. The closest he’d ever been was when he watched CSI or old 80s 

gangster movies. Plus, Alex didn’t have any money anyway. He tried to 

explain that point to Seth. 



  “I’m sure you have enough for the penny slots,” Seth began to 

tell Alex about the different kinds of machines and how he could play 

for quite a long time on five dollars if he only ever bet a penny but 

saw Alex wasn’t buying it. “Anyway, that’s not the only reason you go. 

It’s the atmosphere the sounds, everything . . . it’s awesome. Right, 

Nathan?” 

Nathan just shrugged again, not looking up from his book. 

“Does that mean you’re not coming?” Alex asked. 

“Yah, I’m not really a gambling person,” he answered. 

  Seth’s whole body sagged, and it made Alex giggle. Seth shook his 

head. “Were you not listening to anything I just said?”  

  Nathan put the book down and looked over at his friends. 

  “Yah, I guess I could use a day out,” Nathan admitted. 

  “Well then come on. Let’s go!” Seth sprang up excitedly from the 

couch and walked towards the door. 

  “Woah, easy,” Alex smirked. “I have to get changed and have a 

shower. I can still smell the coffee in my hair.” 

  “Oh,” Seth stopped and turned back to face him. “Well . . . hurry 

up.” 

  Seth came to sit back down beside Nathan on the couch. He reached 

for the television remote and clicked through various channels until he 

landed on some reality show. Alex hurriedly rushed off to the bathroom 

to shower. 

 

IV.XI 

 

 As they drove across the city, Alex realized how rarely he ever 

left the house aside from going to work. It rather frightened him.  

  I’m not a shut in. I’m a personable person, I just . . .  



  What was it? Why haven’t I gone out much? Sure there was that 

party a couple nights ago but that was still in the apartment building. 

I pretty much just stay in the apartment with Seth, Nathan, and Laura. 

  It was overcast and the dark clouds had been spitting down on 

them since they crossed over the bridge. The rain usually made Alex 

happy, but now it was mirroring to him his thoughts and feelings. 

  They finally reached the Casino and they pulled into the massive 

parking lot.  

  It was 10:30am on a weekday and the parking lot was dotted with 

cars. They ran in the thick rain from Seth’s car into the Casino but 

they were soaked by the time they finally got to the door. 

  As they entered the lobby he was immediately assaulted by the 

sounds around him, creating a haunting symphony of manifested sorrow 

and crippled dreams. The music from all the different VLTs clashed 

together to make a dissonant cacophony of noise that hurt his soul.  

  It wasn’t even noon yet.  

  Alex began hearing a loud voice that roared over the horribly 

beautiful chaos of the slot machine symphony. 

  “G-54 . . . I-24 . . .” 

  What was that? Alex looked around trying to find the source of 

the voice. He turned to Seth who was walking a few steps ahead of him 

and he seemed not to notice the sound, or maybe he just wasn’t as 

bothered by it as Alex was.   

  Who was speaking? What did it mean? 

“N-44 . . . O-65 . . . O-63 . . ,” 

Alex kept scanning the rows and rows of VLTs for the person who 

was speaking. It was incredibly loud and Alex felt as though the voice 

must be that of some kind of deity. Maybe it was some kind of code . . 

. 



  “G-48 . . . B-4 . . .” 

  What if I’m the only one who can hear it? 

  “Do you hear that?” Alex finally asked Nathan, who was walking 

behind him. “What is that?” 

Nathan just laughed at him. 

“What?” 

“You’re fucked aren’t you?” 

  Alex was silent. He hadn’t really thought about it earlier, but 

yes, he was feeling pretty fucked. Whatever they were smoking on the 

way over was fantastic shit. He made a mental note to ask Seth where he 

got the weed from and if he could get any more of it, but the second he 

thought he’d filed it away, it blew off into the nothingness of 

electricity in his brain. 

  An old woman to Alex’s left stood up abruptly and he sort of 

flinched. 

  “BINGO!” She shouted excitedly. 

Oh! He shook his head at his stupidity. Why, yes. I am really 

fucked. 

“Oh, you’re going to want to see this,” Seth turned back to Alex, 

smiling with anticipation. 

  “What?” Alex inquired but Seth didn’t answer him. Instead, he 

picked up speed and Alex had to jog to keep up. 

  “Game 3 is now closed,” the loud voiced blasted again over the 

sound of the machines. 

  As he followed Seth, Alex began to feel the most worrisome 

sensation. In that moment he felt as though his soul was being pulled 

out through his eyes as he watched the people around him wander 

aimlessly from machine to machine hoping their luck would change. 

  And then Alex noticed it. 



  A single note.  

  A high-pitched droning tone that floated over the raging din of 

the other games, it was an unnervingly peaceful noise like some angelic 

choir singing out in unison. Alex looked at the people around him and 

felt as though they were not enjoying this heaven. 

  His surroundings sunk in and he noticed everything at once: the 

palm trees; the painted ceiling made to look like a sky; the faux-rock 

outcroppings. He felt like he was outside and he shivered. 

  “This way,” Seth called to him. 

Alex hadn’t realized how far ahead of him he’d gotten. Nathan had 

somehow passed him without Alex knowing and was walking briskly beside 

Seth. Alex quickly moved to catch up. 

  The two ahead of him both stopped and Seth turned to call to 

Alex. “This,” Seth made a grand gesture. 

  They were standing in a tunnel connecting the room they were just 

in with another at the mouth of the other end. The ceiling of the 

tunnel was actually a massive aquarium with many multicolored fish 

swimming about above them.  

  It was very disorienting.  

  He felt like he was under the water. 

  But how can I breathe? 

Someone cleared her throat from behind him. 

Alex turned around and saw an elderly woman hunched over a 

walker, glaring at him. He moved a couple steps to his left and the old 

woman hobbled past him. 

  There was movement out of the corner of his eye and he turned to 

see a woman in full SCUBA gear had jumped into the tank and was feeding 

the fish with a handful of long, snake-like strings of something. It 

seemed like a supernatural substance, like it had an aura around it. 



The aura dimmed slightly and he found himself mesmerized by the 

movements of the woman in the tank. Her light red hair floated gently 

around her head in the still water. She had such graceful movements and 

he was immediately drawn in, lost to everything else happening around 

him. In that moment, there was only the woman in the tank. Nothing else 

in the universe existed. 

  “Check this out.” 

  Both Seth and Nathan had already moved out of the tunnel and were 

standing just beyond the mouth of it. He only noticed it because Nathan 

whistled at him. Alex took his gaze off the redhead in the SCUBA suit 

and followed his friends out into the next room. As he did, Alex saw 

the ceiling was painted to look like a South American skyline. There 

were clouds airbrushed over the blue of the sky. Closer to the horizon 

the blue had taken on a warm pink tinge, as though the world around him 

was frozen in a permanent dusk. To his right was a Mayan building that 

he didn’t immediately recognize as being a restaurant, and the walls 

were made up to look like cliffs interspersed with ancient ruins. The 

whole of it was so convincing to him that he actually felt like he was 

back in the time of the Maya and was standing in the middle of some 

ancient Mayan city. 

  “This is cool?” Nathan read his thoughts. 

  Nathan’s voice brought Alex back to reality. He saw the people 

around him, staring listlessly into the slot machine screens. He 

remembered where he was. He was in a Casino and was surrounded by 

elderly people and people who didn’t have anything better to do than to 

gamble at 11am on a weekday.    

It kind of made him sad. 

He looked around at the slot machines, and they had random names 

like: Power Strike; Mayan Treasure; Jamaican-Me-Money; Rembrandt’s 



Riches; there was even a Kenny Rogers slot machine. There was also an 

Alien slot machine with pictures of Sigourney Weaver and the alien. He 

thought that was pretty cool and made a mental note to play that 

machine. 

  “What are you doing here?” 

  Alex moved to face the voice. 

  To his surprise it was Emerald. Her sultry Egyptian eye make-up 

gave him pause. 

  “I could ask you the same thing,” Alex said, realizing only too 

late that he was grinning like an idiot. He tried to shake the smile 

away, but that only made him look spacey and jittery. He tried to catch 

himself, and stay still. 

  She came up to him and gave him a hug.  

  A hug. 

  The last time I saw you I was licking your asshole and you were 

moaning my name. Now you’re hugging me as though I’m a friend you 

haven’t seen in a couple days? 

  “What’s new?” Alex found himself asking, and then worriedly hoped 

it hadn’t come off as sarcastic. 

  She just shrugged. 

  “So what brings you here this morning?” she said after a 

prolonged silence. 

  Alex sighed: “I needed to get out of the house. My friends Nathan 

and Seth suggested we come here.” 

  “You win big yet?” She asked. 

“Nah, just got here. Haven’t played a game yet . . . you?” 

She shook her head, but Alex noticed that she was shooting her 

eyes around calculatingly.  



What was she looking at? Was she looking for a way out? Did she 

not want to talk with me? What did I do?  

“No, I ended up winning over $20 but I lost it again right away. 

So I’m actually down fifty-some bucks, but whatcha gonna do?” She 

smiled. 

Alex laughed, uneasily. 

  There was silence for a moment. 

“Why did you leave the other night?” Before he knew what was 

going on the words had already left his mouth. “Without waking me, I 

mean . . .” 

  “Aw,” she tilted her head as though Alex was some kind of cuddly 

Chihuahua that had just done something cute. 

  Alex didn’t know how to take her response. 

He rephrased the question: “Did I do something that made you want 

to leave right away?” 

  “Hey, no, of course you didn’t.” 

“’Cause I don’t just sleep with anybody. I really felt a 

connection with you,” Alex stopped himself. Shit, I’m sounding like a 

chick. 

  “You’re sounding like a chick,” she smirked at him. “You’re 

attractive. I was horny. So I slept with you.” 

Oh. 

“Oh,” Alex didn’t know what else to say to that. 

“Hey, it doesn’t mean I didn’t have fun,” she leaned closer to 

him. “And it doesn’t mean we can’t do it again.” 

Their eyes met and in a brilliant, flashing moment Alex felt like 

their souls connected; that he was understood and that he understood 

her. Abruptly she disconnected her gaze from his and looked off into 

the sea of slot machines, worriedly. 



  “I’ve got to go,” she said, still looking away. “But I promise 

I’ll give you a call sometime soon.” 

  But you don’t have my number! 

Alex was about to explain that to her when she ran off down the 

aquarium tunnel and disappeared around the corner. 

  “Hey,” Nathan appeared next to Alex. “What are you doing?” 

  “I was just talking to Emerald,” Alex said, looking off down the 

tunnel. 

“Who?” Seth asked, coming up behind them. 

“Emerald,” Alex said and was going to explain but then that 

seemed too daunting a task. 

  “Where is she?” Seth asked. 

  “Uh, she just ran off.” 

“Ran off?” 

Alex shrugged. 

 

IV.XII 

 

  None of them won anything substantial. Alex played until he was 

out of the initial money he’d brought with him. Something had happened 

downtown and police were rerouting traffic. Alex closed his eyes 

through most of it because he didn’t want the police to see how red his 

eyes were. 

  After they got back to the apartment, they took turns playing 

Metal Gear Solid 2 for most of the night. When he went to his room, it 

was only 9:30.  

  Alex lay down on his bed and put in one of his relaxation CDs. He 

loved closing his eyes and began painting an entirely new world in his 



imagination as he listened to the sounds and ambient melodies. Sounds 

of waterfalls, summer rainstorms, and mountain rivers trickled out his 

headphones and caressed his ears.   

 He imagined himself walking along the cobblestone trail running 

along the shallow stream that floated down from the Chi-Nan Temple at 

the top of the mountain near Lotus Hill. He crossed the stream on an 

antique looking stone bridge and moved to the other side where a 

stairwell of moss covered stone steps lead upward and disappeared 

behind the bend. The dense trees blotted out the sun above him and the 

leaves around him swayed gently in the slight breeze. 

 He took the steps one at a time, taking in the memory of the 

beauty surrounding him. He felt incredibly relaxed. He could almost 

smell the thick scent of the underbrush and the crisp, clean smell of 

the river sliding by below him. 

 He kept walking up the stairs, and he could absently feel the 

muscles in his legs burning slightly the way they had when he actually 

visited Chi-Nan. The stairs went all the way up the mountain and he 

passed a few semi-circle rest areas surrounded by white painted stone 

barricades protecting the temple goers. The stone floors at the rest 

areas were neatly fitted together and quite unlike the stone stairwell, 

which looked like it had existed since before Chiang Kai-Shek and his 

Nationalist Army fled to Taiwan from China in the 50s. 

 Alex moved past a few of the rest areas and made his way through 

an alley of multi-colored kiosks selling incense and joss paper for the 

Temple further up the mountain. 

 To his understanding, Joss paper, or Ghost Money, was burned 

inside the Temples. The idea was that living people purchased joss 

paper, burnt it, and then the money would be sent to ancestors to help 

them in the afterlife or as tribute to a deity. Some believed that it 



was a payment to the Yama to allow an ancestor to escape some sort of 

punishment. Not unlike the western tradition of indulgences, paying for 

an ancestor’s escape of purgatory. But he was getting off track and 

losing the clarity of the dream world he was trying to create.   

 Alex concentrated on the memories he had of Chi-Nan. He 

remembered the large, ornate stone lamps posts, with gold Chinese 

characters along the side. Alex didn’t read Mandarin, so he had no idea 

what they meant. 

 He remembered the steps gradually changed from aged, cracked 

pieces of stone with weeds and grass growing through them to uniform, 

stable slabs that looked like they’d only recently been laid down.  

  Soon there was a white stone barricade, like those at the rest 

area, on either side of the stairwell leading up. His surroundings 

became more and more decorated as he ascended higher. There were 

banners, ornate lampposts, and hanging lanterns. He remembered how the 

Temple incense smelled thick and pungent. The whole experience wafted 

over him and his whole body shuddered. He was slowly pulled back from 

the dream world and realized that he was lying in his bed; back in 

Winnipeg.   

 No. 

 I don’t want to go back yet. 

 Alex concentrated hard on walking up those last few steps into 

the Temple.  

 At the top of the stairs, he broke through the canopy of trees 

and saw the whole of Taipei stretched out before him. He was in awe at 

the supreme scale of it all. He saw Taipei 101 bathed in the smog of 

the city, broken slightly by mounds of green mountains sprinkled 

throughout the sprawling metropolis. The sun’s rays grazing off all the 



buildings caught the entire city in a brilliant red haze and made it 

shine.  

He looked to his left and to his right and all he could see was 

city. It stretched out far into the horizon. It might as well have gone 

on forever. The smog swallowed it up and he had no way of knowing 

exactly how much longer the city ran on for. 

 He turned back to the Temple and saw the majestic colors and 

decorative sculptures and engravings perched atop the curved red roof. 

 The architecture was absolutely amazing. 

 There was one more set of stairs before the entrance to the 

Temple.  These stairs were curved slightly and had white painted 

railings with two lion sculptures on either side. He remembered his 

roommate, Garth, telling him that those were the protectors of the 

Temple. No evil spirit could pass through them into the Temple. The 

lions looked quite evil themselves, and both were standing with one paw 

on top of a ball with holes in it.   

 He passed through the creepy lions and walked into the front room 

of the Temple. There was a large, bright copper cauldron with stylized 

dragons on either side, gripping to the lip of the pot. There were 

massive sticks of incense burning inside.  

 He moved further into the Temple and found more kiosks selling 

joss money and incense. There were bright red painted booths with gold 

Chinese characters. The ceiling was dotted with yellow and red Chinese 

lanterns. The yellow strings at the base of the lanterns hung low 

enough for them to touch the top of his forehead. 

 Alex remembered that they also sold food that one could buy and 

just leave in the Temple as offerings to deities. They had one of those 

in Lotus Hill in Shuilian Shanzhuang. 



He didn’t know what deity the sculpture was depicting but at the 

top of the hill beside the camouflaged parking garage was a sculpture 

of a Chinese woman in robes standing on a small pedestal. There were 

compartments cut into the stone and whenever he went up to see the 

sculpture there were always sodas or a bowl of ramen noodles inside.   

What happened to them?  

Did someone who worked for Lotus Hill come by and collect them 

every now and then? And if they did, did they eat and drink what they 

found or did they throw the offerings away? Was it more disrespectful 

to eat the food or throw it away?  

There was a loud knocking and it jolted him.  

Was it coming from the CD? 

No.   

It couldn’t be.  

“Grey!” He heard a voice that went along with the tapping. 

He opened his eyes to the noise and saw Emerald was standing in 

his window. 

They were living in the first apartment on the fifth floor. 

How did she climb up to my window? 

“I’m stealthy,” she answered. 

“What are you doing here?” 

“You,” she jumped onto the bed and attacked his face. Her tongue 

forced its way past his lips, his teeth, and into his mouth. It darted 

around inside and rubbed against the roof of his mouth. It kind of 

tickled and he had to keep himself from laughing. 

She was ripping at his clothes trying to get them off. And he was 

fumbling to help her. 

 

 



“You like Abby right, Sophie?” 

  Sophie was sitting backward in the shopping cart, carefully studying a box of animal crackers.  

 “Sophie?” 

 His daughter looked up at him. 

 “You like Abby, right?” 

 Sophie nodded. 

 “You’d tell me if you didn’t, right?” 

 “Daddy, how do you fit your elbows in your ears?” 

 He laughed and stopped the cart. 

 “What?” 

 “Mrs. Taylor said that nothing should go in your ears except your elbows. But I can’t do it.” 

 Sophie dropped the animal crackers and showed her father that in fact she could not get her elbows 

into her ears. 

 “Sweetie, I think Mrs. Taylor meant that you shouldn’t put anything in your ears.” 

  They were getting ingredients to make a special dinner that Amber always used to make for Sophie. 

 “But she said I could put my elbows in them.” 

 “Can you?” 

 “No. See?” Sophie tried again. 

 “I love you, Sophie,” he tousled his daughter’s hair. 

 “Dad, can I get a toy?” 

 “Did you bring your money?” 

 “Dad,” she scoffed. “I don’t have money. I don’t have a job.” 

 “That’s very true, honey.” 

 “But soon I’ll get a job. Until then you have to buy me stuff.” 

 “Oh, I do?” He smiled and started pushing the cart again. 

 “Yup. ‘Cause you have a job and I don’t.” 

 “Oh, is that how it works.” 



 “Uh huh.” Sophie picked up the animal cracker box again. “But then when I get a job then I can buy 

you stuff.” 

 “Can I have that in writing?” 

 “No, you can have that in toys.” 

 “But Daddies don’t like toys.” 

 “Why not?” 

 “’Cause toys are for kids. I’ll get you to pay my mortgage and my car payment. Deal?” 

 “What about Uncle Seth? He has lots of toys.” 

 “Those are action figures, Sophie. He doesn’t play with them. He just keeps them in their boxes.” 

 “Why?” 

 “’Cause they’re worth more if they’re not opened.” 

 “But how do you play with it if you can’t open it.” 

 “You don’t. They’re not supposed to be played with.” 

 “Then why have toys if you’re not going to play with them?” 

 “You should ask Uncle Seth that, kiddo.” 

 His cell phone beeped. 

 <<Hey handsome. Done work?>> It was Abby. 

 <<Yup. Just getting groceries with Sophie. She just agreed to pay my mortgage and car payments 

once she gets a job>> 

 <<Wow, nice kid>> 

 <<I think so. How’s your day going?>> 

 He got the error message again. He started to delete the newest texts. He tried reopening the text: 

<<Good. I decided to torment you by showing you what I’m getting you for your birthday this weekend. 

Picture to follow>> 

 “Dad?” 

 “Yah, kiddo?” 

 “I still think you should get me a toy.” 

 “You do, huh?” 



 “Yup. I’ll really like it and I’ll play with it a lot.” 

 “Well, I’ll think about it.” 

 “I love you, Daddy.” 

 “Is that because I might get you a toy?” 

 “Are you going to?” 

 He laughed. 

His phone beeped and the image appeared. It was Abby. She was lying naked on her bed with her 

friend Sindy who was also naked. 

<<You can fuck us. Happy Birthday>> 

He felt flushed. There was no way he was ever deleting that photo. 

 

IV.XIII 

 

 It was the sound of thunder slapping against his head that woke 

him. The rain outside the opened window roared ominously. He looked 

over at the clock. 

  3:12am 

 Emerald. 

 The covers on her side where splayed out wildly but she wasn’t 

among the folds in the sheets. 

 She’s gone. 

 There was a muffled sobbing coming from somewhere inside his 

room. His whole body stiffened.  

 I’m still dreaming. His eyes darted around the dark room. I’m 

still dreaming. 

  The sound was swallowed up momentarily by another raucous thud, 

crackling through the black sky. The crying returned again and by that 



time his eyes had adjusted enough to the dark that he could see Emerald 

sitting in the corner of the room, hugging her knees. 

 “Emerald?” 

 His voice jerked her out of her thoughts.  

 “Are you alright? Was it that bad?” He was trying to make her 

laugh, but subconsciously he was fishing for confirmation that that 

wasn’t what the problem was. 

 Her soft chuckle calmed his anxious thoughts. 

 She sniffled. 

 “So what is it?” He shifted closer to the edge of the bed. 

 She stood up and slowly began pacing the floor in front of Alex’s 

bed. 

 “It’s okay. It’s my problem. I’ll deal with it.” 

 Alex noted the detachedness in her eyes and he wanted to reach 

out and pull her to him. He wanted to stroke her hair, hold her, make 

her feel safe, and loved. 

 The silence that followed, and tension that was tethered to it, 

caused Alex to stand up beside his bed. He was about to say something, 

anything, but he didn’t know what it would be and it came out as kind 

of a cough. He sat back down embarrassedly. 

  “I . . . I have . . .” he stammered. He still didn’t know what to 

say, but he knew he didn’t like the silence. “I have a confession to 

make.” 

 “Oh?” She stopped pacing and came to sit at the edge of his bed.  

 Alex could see the long lines of glossy tears, forming dark, 

zigzagging rivers down her cheeks. 

 “My names not really Grey,” he said, looking away from her. 

 “It isn’t?” She didn’t sound surprised at all. In fact, she was 

actually managing a subdued smile. 



 “No, my name is Alex Sunderland.” 

 The silence returned, cloaking the room in a palpable anxiety 

that Alex could feel against his skin. 

  She smiled and told him her real name. 

  “It’s really nice to meet you.” 

 She laughed, sweetly, and looked down at the chaotic tangle of 

bedding wadded up at the base of Alex’s bed. 

 She stood up and resumed pacing in front of his bed. Her eyes 

landed on his bookshelf. 

 “I’m noticing a theme here,” she pulled Koushun Takami’s Battle 

Royale off the shelf. “You ever been?” 

 “Yah, I actually lived out east for a while. I went to Taiwan to 

teach English.” 

 “That would’ve been fun.” 

 “Yah, it would’ve.” 

 “Okay, now I’m confused.” 

 “It was and it wasn’t. Going out there was something that I 

wanted to do my whole life. I’ve always been enamored with anything 

Asian-“ 

 “As I can see,” she interrupted as she placed the book back on 

the shelf. 

 “Yah,” he smiled, awkwardly. “If the circumstances had been 

different I think I may have had a better time.” 

 “What happened?” 

 “Well . . . I was . . .” to Alex it felt like the pause had 

enough time to conceive, carry, and give birth. “I was engaged to this 

girl.” 

 “Really?” She came back to sit with him on the bed. “Was she 

Asian? Did you meet her over there?” 



 “No, she was . . . I met her here in Winnipeg when I was going to 

University. Things happened fast. I mean . . . we were engaged after 

three months.” 

 “Why so fast?” 

 “’Cause I’m a fucking idiot.” 

 She laughed. 

 “She was my first girlfriend. And she’s also the one responsible 

for the dissolution of my infatuation with the concept of love.” 

 She laughed again but he didn’t understand why. 

 He continued: “After her, women were just women. I was struck by 

the absurdness of the whole idea. I read somewhere that love is the 

delusion that one woman differs from another.” 

 She smiled: “I know you don’t believe that.” 

 “Why do you say that?” 

 “Call it a hunch,” she smiled and returned to pacing.  

  He watched her as her leg muscles flexed with each step and the 

slight bounce of her bum as she stepped back and forth across the room.   

He couldn’t look away. 

  “How old were you when you got engaged?” 

 He was still trying to process the image of the goddess pacing 

his bedroom, lit only by dull light streaming in from the yellow street 

lamp and the odd moment when lightning swallowed them in its white 

flash. 

  “21,” he stammered out after a prolonged pause. 

 “Aw,” she looked at him again like he was a Chihuahua.  

  Why the fuck do they do that? 

 “Anyway, yah, I was young and scared and one hundred percent sure 

that I didn’t want to get married, but all of the invitations had gone 

out and we had the place booked, the dress, the DJ, the fucking cake-“ 



he trailed off. “It was all so overwhelming and I wanted to get the 

fuck out of there. When she met me, she knew that I was studying to 

teach English abroad and I told her that the summer after I graduate 

I’d be moving to Taiwan for a while but she vetoed that.” 

 “She had veto power?” 

 “Unfortunately. Well, I told her I just wanted to go out there on 

vacation, just to see it. But when I got out there I didn’t plan to 

come back.” 

 “Sneaky.” 

 “I don’t like conflict,” he sighed. “Being out there was amazing. 

I felt free.” 

 “How about your fiancé?” 

 “Well, she turned all my friends against me and I started getting 

hate mail from back home saying how inconsiderate I was being and what 

a terrible person I was. I stayed in Taiwan for a couple of months and 

then . . . I don’t even know why, maybe it was the loneliness, maybe it 

was the guilt, I’m not sure, but before I knew what was happening I’d 

already booked myself on a plane back to Winnipeg. When I got back, I 

started working shitty minimum wage jobs ‘cause I needed money. 

Elizabeth reluctantly took me back and the wedding was still scheduled 

for the following August. Depressingly quickly, I was finding it harder 

and harder to pay my rent, bills, and loans. All my money was going to 

that. Most times I wouldn’t have enough money to pay everything so I’d 

have to choose which bill went unpaid. Not long after that I found out 

that Elizabeth had been cheating on me with a friend of mine. She broke 

up with me and they got together and three weeks later they were 

engaged.” 

 “Wow.” 



 “Three weeks! They even kept the same date in August. The same 

venue, the same dress, the same fucking DJ,” he shook his head. “All 

she did was swap me out for my friend. So now I was back in Winnipeg, 

with no money, a shitty job, and a mountain of debt. I couldn’t afford 

to go back to Taiwan so I was stuck here. And then when I turned 23 I 

realized I couldn’t keep doing what I was doing and expecting things to 

change. So I filed for bankruptcy.” 

 “Sorry, to hear that. That must’ve been terrible.” 

 “It’s still terrible. For years my credit will be complete shit, 

but at least I’m not getting calls from collection agencies anymore. 

That wasn’t fun,” he grit his teeth down. “I fucking hate Elizabeth for 

bringing me back here.” 

 “Oh? Did she fly out there, hog tie you, and bring you back?” 

 “Well, no.” 

 “Then how did she bring you back?” She touched his hand.  

  Alex was silent for a long while.  

“Listen. It takes two people to make a relationship work. It’s 

like a canoe. If only one person is rowing you’re just going to veer 

off course.” 

 “It just seems like in every relationship I’m in I’m either the 

rower or the passenger. How do I change that?” 

 “You change that.” 

  The naked woman in his bedroom transformed into a glowing version 

of herself; one that seemed seemed happier and at peace. She was 

smiling sweetly in a way Alex faintly recognized. 

  Faith? 

  “Don’t settle for someone who doesn’t get you and don’t pine 

after someone who doesn’t want to be with you. But most importantly, be 

the person you want to be. I have a philosophy of self. Every seven 



years the cells in your body are completely different from the ones 

that existed at the beginning of those seven years. Cells die and new 

ones take their place. So technically, you are a completely different 

human being after those seven years. So if you live to be 84 you’ll 

actually be 12 different human beings.” 

 He looked at her. 

 That wasn’t true at all, Alex thought. That sounded like total 

New Age hokum. Teeth don’t regenerate. Cells in the intestinal tract 

live for about fifteen years and it takes about ten years for a bone to 

replace all its cells. On the other side, the cells lining the stomach 

are replaced every five days because they’re exposed to the acids in 

the stomach. All the eggs women will ever have are present at birth. He 

caught himself. I’m being a Negative Nancy.  

  “Really,” he said instead. “So I’m midway through my fourth 

self?”  

  I may disagree with the science, but I like the idea, Alex 

smiled. 

  “That still gives you a lot of time to be the best fourth self 

you can be, Alex. ‘Cause at the end of the 7 years, your body as you 

know it now ceases to exist and you’ll be your fifth self.”  

Alex saw her attention being pulled toward the clock by his bed. 

The glow faded and she returned to looking sad and lost. 

“What?” She stared at him with wide, hysterical eyes. 

“Oh shit,” she sprung up from the bed and rushed around the room, 

grabbing articles of clothing and frantically throwing them on. She’d 

already slid open the window and had a foot outside when Alex realized 

what she was doing. 

 “You can leave out the front door.”  

  She laughed. “Yah, I guess I can.”  



 He was up out of bed and over to the window, helping her back 

into his room. His mind was alight with buzzing thoughts.  

  He handed her an umbrella, wordlessly. 

And she nodded a silent thank you. She hurried through the 

apartment and her shoes were on even before Alex had reached and 

unlocked the front door. 

So many questions were competing for space at the front of his 

attention. He started to talk and the words just dribbled out: “Will I 

see you again?”     

She stopped and slowly turned back to him. She looked down at the 

space of aged carpet at Alex’s feet and shook her head.  

He watched her walk to the elevator, and continued watching her 

until the elevator doors closed. 

  Then I guess I’m not getting my umbrella back.  

 

IV.XIV 

 

  Alex had stayed awake that night, thinking. After Emerald had 

left he’d sat himself down on the couch and just thought. His eyes 

weren’t focused on anything.  

  Nathan woke up at around 10am to find Alex sitting in the muted 

light of morning that peaked in from the windows.  

  “What if we only think we have a soul because we have memories?”  

  Nathan rubbed his tired face: “Okay, I think it’s a little too 

early in the morning for that.”  

  “Oh, I think it’s gonna be one of those mornings.”  

  “Well then, let me get the bong.”  

  In Nathan’s absence, Alex realized he was hungry and went to the 

fridge to see what was available. Once again, he came up empty. There 



was an opened bag of salt and vinegar chips on the counter so he 

settled for that.  

  Nathan reentered the room with that bong that was almost bigger 

than he was.  

  “I mean, we remember that ‘I’ did this in the past, so there must 

be some kind of continuing ‘I’, right?” Nathan said as he loaded the 

bong’s massive bowl. 

  “I don’t know. I don’t think there’s a continual self. I am not 

the Alex I used to be and I’m not the Alex I’m going to be.”  

  Nathan motioned for Alex to take the first hit, which he eagerly 

did.  

  “All we have is a single moment of cognizance,” Alex continued, 

“because the past is irrelevant and the future hasn’t happened yet. So 

all we have is this moment” he made a tick in the air with his finger. 

“and this moment” another tick “And this moment. We are always a 

different person for every new moment. We can choose how we want to 

be.”  

  “Then what about murderers? Are you saying they’re not 

responsible for crimes they commit earlier?” Nathan took a hit.  

  “No, not at all. People are still responsible for their past 

actions. It just means with every new moment we have the choice to 

immediately change who we are if we want to.”  

  Alex took a handful of chips from the bag. He felt the greasy 

sheen on his fingers and imagined what it looked like in his stomach; 

slimy clumps of partially masticated mush dissolving in sickly stomach 

acid. He dropped the chips back into the bag and closed it up. 

  “You know, I should eat healthier.” 

Nathan tried not to laugh as he pulled in the smoke but it didn’t 

work and he ended up coughing violently. “You sound like Laura.” 



“We should, I mean, I will. I’m going to,” Alex stood up. 

Nathan feigned applause. “Do it, my healthy friend.” 

“I’m gonna! I’m gonna. I’ll start drinking more water, and cut 

down on pop. I’m gonna eat more salads-“ 

“I give it two weeks and you’ll be back to junk food.” 

“I should give up smoking so much pot too.” 

Nathan looked over at him, horrified. “What? Why?” 

“I just, I think if I treat weed as a special thing instead of an 

constant-“ 

“No, no.” Nathan shook his head. “I give you two days. You’re 

gonna wanna get high. I just got high and I wanna get high again.” 

Alex stepped over to the door. “No, really. I’m gonna cut down 

and . . . right now, I’m gonna go get some healthy groceries.” 

“Right now?” 

“I’ll walk down to the Safeway in Osborne. That’ll take me a good 

half hour. Good exercise too!” 

Nathan shrugged and turned back to his bong for another hit. 

 

   *   *   * 

 

Alex stepped into the hallway and almost knocked over the man in 

the wheelchair and a young woman, he assumed was his daughter. 

“Sorry, I didn’t see you,” Alex apologized. 

The man in the chair stared off, detachedly. 

“It’s okay,” the woman laughed. “He can’t hear us. He’s 

catatonic. Just dead weight.”  

Alex stared at her.  

Nope, not his daughter.  



The woman pushed the chair up to the elevator door and sighed. 

She took out her phone and loudly began tapping out a message to 

someone.  

Alex was focused on the catatonic man’s unblinking eyes. There 

was a kind of detached recognition inside them that started a shudder 

that raced up Alex’s spine and shook his shoulders and his neck as it 

exited out the top of his head. A wave of déjà vu took him and his 

knees became weak. He almost toppled to the floor but braced himself 

against the elevator door.  

He knew this man. Somehow. 

The elevator doors opened. 

“Come on, Eric,” the woman said before pushing the chair. 

The more he stared at the catatonic man the more he dreaded the 

elevator ride down. 

	  


